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Chairman’s Report

The year 2016 stood out – at the global level – for its striking parade of major political, economic and social events, which
left their mark in the various sectors of the economy and, in particular, in the financial markets.
The year just ended was a difficult one, with the hope that the new one will be better.
Indeed, if we take a look at last year’s report, we had predicted a year of extraordinary volatility, and that’s exactly what
happened. This was caused by rather unexpected socio-political decisions during the second half of the year, while the first
half showed an unprecedented negative performance of the financial markets, impacted by a mix of analyses on possible
deflationary pressures and by fears that a lack of growth could heavily affect stock markets and the economies of weaker
countries. Fortunately, on this front, we observed a general improvement in the economic scenario that led to a recovery of
the majority of prices. Prices which, following Brexit, the Italian referendum and the election of a new US President, suffered
from more than significant volatility. In such a context, our national currency could not avoid further upward pressure, due
to its historic role as a safe haven asset. Although we do have some degree of pride when it comes to this role, it certainly
did not make a positive contribution towards economic recovery in the banking sector. Even maintenance of the negative
rates policy by the SNB weighed particularly heavily on highly capitalised banks such as ours.
Having said that, our Bank continued to strive for qualitative improvement of strategic services such as asset management
and the addition of complementary professional services like advisory, which we believe will bring added value and innovation for our clientele.
The figures set out in this annual report can be considered satisfactory, considering the issues mentioned above, and the
final results are in line with those of 2015.
This was possible thanks to the application of effective commercial policies that resulted in the creation of many new relationships, and to our capacity to manage portfolios that satisfied our clients and that simultaneously ensured an acceptable
return in terms of commissions for the Bank.
We now examine the main income statement and balance sheet items in greater detail:
Lending operations and Interest Income
The lending segment was active during 2016, enabling us to offset the continued erosion in the interest margin caused by
the highly accommodating policies implemented by the central banks. The underlying principles of this activity continue to
be those based on prudence and common sense, and the majority of transactions regarded the so-called “Lombard loans”.
Even the margins on management of our portfolio were impacted by the low remuneration level of quality investments, which
are those in which the Bank invests, with a view to diversification, security and return.
Commission income
The figure in question may be considered satisfactory if we take into account the trend in markets during the year. In fact,
the final months of 2016 provided good yields, particularly with regard to managed products, to the advantage of subscribers
and of the bank that managed them.
Trading operations
Performance of the markets impacted foreign exchange trading, which remained at lower-than-expected levels. A number of
adjustments and changes were made during the year, which we believe could bolster results in this specific segment during
2017, given that some signs of improvement were already observed at the end of the year.
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Operating costs
Although the utmost attention was paid to keeping costs in check, they still showed a slight increase, mainly due to the
necessity to implement customer-oriented programmes and services and to ensure proper governance of the new activities
and improve governance of the more traditional ones. The search for quality remains one of the fundamental elements of our
institute and our commitment in this respect is constant, as it is considered essential from a strategic standpoint for the
proper positioning of our Bank on the market.
Annual average full-time jobs
At a time in which the trend is towards a reduction in personnel rather than an increase, our Group is moving in the other
direction, taking on new professionals in order to ensure new services and expertise for our clientele, essential for future
growth and, from our point of view, a guarantee of success. In fact, the figure on personnel is highly significant: 152 employees
at the consolidated level, amounting to 147,3 full-time positions, compared to 144 or 139,6 full-time positions in 2015.
Research and development
We have already highlighted how important the update, review and creation of products and services is for a Group that
makes customisation its basis in building long-term relationships with clients. In 2016, our attention was focused on the
introduction of systems that will allow better management of the automatic exchange of information, effective from the
beginning of 2017. Moreover, we gave rise to an asset management model that combines a top-down approach with a systematic/quantitative one, with the specific objective of ensuring an absolute yield return within markets that are envisaged
to be highly volatile.
Client Assets
As underlined in the introduction, growth in the Group's commercial activities in 2016 is to be considered positive, as highlighted by the consolidated assets figure, but also and above all by the so-called New Net Money, which recorded a positive
inflow of approximately 298 million Swiss francs.
The addition of new resources and the right approach to a sharply evolving yet highly competitive market enabled us to
exceed our objectives and set the groundwork for a constant "return" in the future.
Consolidated Operating Result
The final consolidated result is at last year’s levels.
As a result of 2016 performance, the Banca del Sempione SA’s Board of Directors proposes to the shareholders’ meeting the
following allocation of CHF 8’187'000 in net earnings:
CHF
CHF
CHF
CHF

500’000
1’000’000
5’000’000
1’687’000

Allocation to statutory retained earnings reserve
Allocation to voluntary retained earnings reserves
Distributed profits
New amount carried forward

The Board of Directors thanks the Banca del Sempione Group companies’ entire staff and Management Teams for the constant
commitment and dedication they have demonstrated in the pursuit of their tasks. Our heartfelt thanks to the Financial Market
Supervisory Authority FINMA for its cooperation and to the independent auditors for all the work carried out and the suggestions they have offered.
Avv. Fiorenzo Perucchi
Chairman of the Board of Directors
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Variety within easy reach

The variety is obvious: it is the strength of colour,
which is more direct than any description. The changing colours of the waters of the Alpine lakes, ranging
from green to brown, lilac and blue. The green of the
mountain grass against the white of the Dolomite marbles. The carpet of flowers, the tawny coat of the roe
deer, the skin of the red frog.
It is the abundance of shapes and species that makes the
Campolungo region a spectacular destination for scholars, tourists and just the curious who dream about
something to talk about: perhaps meeting a rare butterfly, catching sight of the king of birds of prey or just the
change in colour of the surface of a lake, at sunset.
There are many opportunities to be seized during a trip.
A situation that reflects very well the essence of Banca
del Sempione, strong in its wide choice of services, accessible both to families and to complex business realities, but always within easy reach of its own Clients.

The Campolungo
region

Previous page:
The Campolungo stream
with the vein of dolomite
in the background
In sequence:
The Yellow-banded
Ringlet butterfly
A view of Lake Campolungo

The Campolungo region is considered to be
one of the most beautiful in Alto Ticino. In very
few other places in the canton can the careful
eyes of the visitor appreciate such a wide chromatic variety of nature. As we climb we meet
a veritable artist’s palette of colours. First of
all, in the dark waters of lake Tremorgio which
can also be reached by cable-car from Rodi:
with the afternoon light they change into a
warmer almost “tropical” shade. All around
its banks shines the verdant mountain grass
in which the splendid blue or violet Alpine
Columbine grows. The more fortunate may
see a unique species of day-time butterfly (the

yellow-banded ringlet), with its yellow stripes
and discovered and described here for the first
time in 1893. The green grass continues right
up to the vast Alpe Campolungo plain, where
the crystalline water of the alpine stream runs
before falling into the precipice towards the
Tremorgio. Then, we find the unmistakeable
brightness of the Lake Leìt, with as many as
four shades seen from above: green on the
outside, then brown and finally violet and blue
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contrasting with the white background of the
Campolungo Pass, due to the veining of the
dolomitic marbles.
Situated in the north of canton Ticino, in the
upper-middle Leventina Valley (and a small
part in the Maggia Valley), the region covers
an area of about 45 km2, bordered by the river Ticino between Quinto and Faido, while in
the south we find the Maggia valley and Lake
Morghirolo, further east Alp Crozlina and Gribbio. The view we can enjoy is breath-taking: it
extends far beyond the Leventina mountains
and the Blenio Valley, as far as Piz Tödi and
the peaks of Grison canton. The area can really satisfy every type of need, from those of the
day-trippers to the most expert trekkers: paths
and didactic routes, nature zones, unique rock
formations, very well-equipped alpine huts, local food and wine, climbing gyms and numerous peaks. From a promontory the church San
Giorgio di Prato, with its wonderful chapels
frescoed by Fra Roberto, looks over the valley
bottom. Just a short distance away is the Dazio
Grande from where the Mount Piottino Route
starts, a nature path completely revisited from
a didactic point of view: 6 kilometres of nature
which climbs up the hill above the Gole del Piottino, leading to the “Bedrina peat bog” at an
elevation of 1,300 metres, between Prato and
Dalpe. The place was included in the Federal
Inventory of Landscapes and Natural Monuments of National Importance. This peat bog,
lying between barren meadows, streams and
wet areas, is inhabited by a particular flora
(including a protected carnivorous plant, the
“round-leaved Sundew”) and by a characteristic fauna including the red frog, roe deer and
golden eagle.

It is not by coincidence that the region is one
of the most popular with trekkers and rock
climbers and is famous all over the world. From
Rodi, taking the new Tremorgio cable-car, renewed just a few years ago, it takes just five
minutes of excitement to climb 900 metres!
Then, here we have the “sapphire set within a
severe hollow of mountains” as the mineralogist and alpine guide Carlo Taddei noted: lake
Tremorgio. Its 57-metre deep waters, inhabited by brown, rainbow and lake trout as well
as Arctic and fontinalis chars, are surrounded
by a 3-kilometre path suitable for everyone.
According to some nineteenth century scholars, such as the geologist and nature researcher
from Ticino, Luigi Lavizzari, the name Tremorgio refers to the shape of the “tramoggia” (the
hopper), since from above it looks like a funnel,
in other words it looks like that upturned conical-shaped tool. The lake fills a Karst basin created by the erosion of glaciers, but according to
a geologist from Zurich it was formed by the impact of a 10-metre diameter meteorite. Climbing further we come to the Leìt , in actual fact
a series of small lakes (from which the name in
dialect “laghetti” comes) with its “pearl”, the
lake Varozzeira, in honour of the numerous
marmots that live in the area.

In sequence:
An example of Sempervivum
Tectorum (roof houseleek)
The Campolungo plain with
the Alp and the Vanit pass in
the background
Following page:
The winding stream that flows
from Lake Morghirolo

The creation or revamping of paths, tracks and
routes in the Campolungo region today allows
treks of various types and difficulty, such as,
for example, the recent “Geotourist Campolungo path”, accessible from four sides: from
Rodi, Alpe Cadonigo (along the Cadonighino
Pass), Fusio in the Maggia valley (the Campolungo Pass) and from the Campo Tencia hut
(Leìt Pass): here the curiosity of adults and
children is highly stimulated, with a view to
enhancing and promoting biodiversity, which
encompasses the past, present and future. On
the other hand, for the bravest and most expert, there is the “Campolungo Tour” as far
as route “Cresta dei Corni”, equipped with a
permanent steel rope and leading to Campo
Tencia at an elevation of 2,140 metres. You are
spoiled for choice.
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Report of the statutory auditor on the consolidated
financial statements

CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET AT 31.12.2016

(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Assets
Liquid assets
Amounts due form banks
Amounts due from customers
Mortgage loans
Trading portfolio assets
Positive replacement values of derivative financial instruments
Financial investments
Accured income and prepaid expenses
Non-consolidated participations
Tangible fixed assets
Other assets
Total assets
Total subordinated claims
Liabilities
Amounts due to banks
Amounts due in respect of customer deposits
Negative replacement values of derivative financial instruments
Accrued expenses and deferred income
Other liabilities
Provisions
Reserves for general banking risks
Bank’s capital
Retained earnings reserve
Minority interests in equity
Consolidated profit
of which, minority interests in consolidated profit
Total liabilities

Off-balance-sheet transactions
Contingent liabilities
Irrevocable commitments
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Notes

8.1
8.1
8.2
8.3
8.4
8.5
8.7
8.8

8.3
8.8
8.12
8.12

9.1

Year under
review

Previous
year

154’978
163’946
227’697
150’325
662
3’822
138’390
4’465
20
29’791
3’714
877’810
2’879

97’456
176’584
165’257
137’495
4’687
5’864
143’455
5’544
20
30’627
3’339
770’328
1’308

26’208
695’371
3’268
5’016
8’437
7’392
15’910
20’000
89’064
92
7’052
-12
877’810

17’683
598’113
6’233
3’395
3’912
10’881
15’910
20’000
87’119
78
7’004
-9
770’328

4’457
2’320

6’113
2’296

CONSOLIDATED INCOME STATEMENT 2016

Year under
review

Previous
year

3’905
69
2’498
-229
6’243
-12
6’231

3’561
90
2’667
-251
6’067
240
6’307

27’027
103
2’450
-2’173
27’407

28’332
122
3’181
-2’330
29’305

Result from trading activities

1’667

3’302

Other result from ordinary activities
Result from the disposal of financial investments
Income from participations
Result from real estate
Other ordinary income
Other ordinary expenses
Subtotal other result from ordinary activities

507
25
716
39
-63
1’224

656
20
716
3
-1’511
-116

-20’704
-8’240
-28’944

-19’843
-8’113
-27’956

Value adjustments on participations and depreciation and amortisation of tangible fixed
assets and intangible assets
Changes to provisions and other value adjustments, and losses

-1’931
2’894

-1’991
-185

Operating result

8’548

8’666

-1’496

-1’662

7’052
-12

7’004
-9
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(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Notes

Result from interest operations
Interest and discount income
Interest and dividend income from trading portfolios
Interest and dividend income from financial investments
Interest expense
Gross result from interest operations
Changes in value adjustments for default risks and losses from interest operations
Subtotal net result from interest operations
Result from commission business and services
Commission income from securities trading and investment activities
Commission income from lending activities
Commission income from other services
Commission expense
Subtotal result from commission business and services

Operating expenses
Personnel expenses
General and administrative expenses
Subtotal operating expenses

Taxes
Consolidated profit

of which, minority interests in consolidated profit

10.1
10.2

10.4

CONSOLIDATED CASH FLOW STATEMENT 2016

Year
under review
(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Cash flow from operating activities (internal financing)
Consolidated profit
Value adjustments on participations, depreciation and amortisation
of tangible fixed assets and intangible assets
Provisions and other value adjustments
Change in value adjustments for default risks and losses
Accrued income and prepaid expenses
Accrued expenses and deferred income
Previous year’s dividend
Subtotal

Cash
inflow

1’931
462

20

3’951
12

1’991
74

5’000

1’706
136
1’480
561
5’000

186

45
45

654
654

105
132
963
1’095

248
749
892

12’830

14’779
8’017

5’065

8’525
97’258

12’836
24’596
28’035
1’074

2’965
4’525
12’638

5’651
62’428

4’025
2’042

18’197
1’103
27’922

375

3’182
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Cash
outflow

7’004

3’182

Liquidity
Liquid assets
Subtotal
Total

Cash
inflow

1’079
1’621

Cash flow from transactions in respect of participations,
tangible fixed assets and intangible assets
Participations
Real estate
Other tangible fixed assets
Subtotal

Short-term business
Amounts due to banks
Amounts due in respect of customer deposits
Negative replacement values of derivative financial instruments
Other liabilities
Amounts due from banks
Amounts due from customers
Trading portfolio assets
Positive replacement values of derivative financial instruments
Other assets

Cash
outflow

7’052

Cash flow from shareholder’s equity transactions
Recognised in reserves
Subtotal

Cash flow from banking operations
Medium and long-term business (> 1 year)
Mortgage loans
Financial investments

Previous
year

1’289

57’522
2’042

49’835
1’360

3’182

1’546

1’546

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY 2016

(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Equity at beginning of current period
Previous year profit allocation
Other changes
Minority interests in profit
Currency translation differences
Dividends
Result of the period
Equity at end of current period

Bank’s
capital

20’000

20’000

Reserves
for general
banking
risks

Minority
interests
in equity

87’119
7’004
-11
12
-60
-5’000

15’910

78

89’064

15’910

Retained
earnings
reserve

Consolidated
profit

7’004
-7’004

26
-12

92

Total

130’111
15

7’052
7’052

-60
-5’000
7’052
132’118
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NOTES TO THE 2016 CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

1. The Banca del Sempione Group profile
Banca del Sempione SA is a société anonyme established under Swiss law in 1960. It has its head office in Lugano and
branches in Bellinzona, Chiasso, and Locarno. Abroad the Group operates through two companies based in Milan, named
respectively Accademia SGR SpA, specializing in the promotion and management of Italian-law real estate investment funds,
and Sempione SIM SpA, operating in the stock brokerage sector, as well as an affiliate located in the Bahamas, Banca del
Sempione (Overseas) Ltd.
The Group also promotes a SICAV operating under the laws of Luxembourg, Base Investments SICAV. The Group provides its
private and corporate clients with all the services typical of a universal bank. The main focus being on the provision of
financial advice, asset administration services as well as securities, derivatives and currencies trading on behalf of its clients.

2. Accounting and valuation principles
General principles
The accounting and valuation principles adopted are in compliance with the provisions set out in the Code of Obligations
and the Swiss banking law and its relevant Ordinances, as well as in the guidelines issued by FINMA through Circular 2015/1
Accounting-Banks. The consolidated annual report has been drawn up in accordance with the true and fair view principle.
General valuation principles
The financial statements are prepared on the assumption that the Bank’s and Group’s business will continue as a going concern. Therefore valuations are made on a going-concern basis. The asset side includes all assets which are available as a result
of past events and are likely to involve cash inflow and whose value may be reliably estimated. If no reliable estimate of the
value of an asset can be made, it shall be considered as a contingent asset, as explained in the Schedule. Liabilities are
entered on the balance sheet as borrowed capital if they have been caused by past events, a cash outflow is probable and
their value can be reliably estimated. If no reliable estimate of the value of a liability can be made, it shall be considered as
a contingent liability, as explained in the Schedule. Assets, liabilities, and off-balance sheet entries shown under the same
item are always subject to an individual valuation. Offsetting and netting of assets and liabilities as well as of income and
expenses are not carried out, except for deduction of value adjustments from the corresponding asset item and the netting
of positive and negative replacement values.
Cash
This item is shown in the financial statements on the basis of its nominal value.
Amounts due from banks and customers, mortgage lending
Loans are generally booked at nominal value, less any necessary value adjustments. Amounts due in respect of precious
metal account deposits are valued at their fair value if the precious metal concerned is traded on a price-efficient, liquid
market. The methods used for identifying default risks and determining the need for value adjustments are described in
paragraph 4 below. Non performing loans, defined as loans for which the debtor is unlikely to be able to fulfil his/her/its
obligations, are valued on a case-by-case basis. Presumed default risks are covered by individual prudential write-downs
whose amounts correspond to the difference between the book value of the loan and the sum the Bank believes it can collect
depending on the debtor’s solvency and any collateral liquidation value (estimated market value less ordinary write-downs
and maintenance and liquidation costs). A loan is considered non-performing when interest and repayment are past due by
more than 90 days at the latest. In this case, interest not received is directly attributed to write-downs; an entry to revenues
is made only when the interest is effectively received. A lump-sum adjustment may be applied to the portion of the portfolio
consisting of numerous small loans which are not valued on a case-by-case basis. This adjustment is determined on the
basis of empirical values in order to take potential risks into account. Non-performing loans are recognised in the balance
sheet net of corresponding write-downs. Changes in the amount of the write-downs, both case-by-case and lump-sum, as
well as collections of loans previously amortised, are entered under the income statement item “changes in value adjustments for default risks and losses from interest operations”.
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Amounts due to banks and in respect of customer deposits
This item is shown in the financial statements on the basis of its nominal value. Amounts due in respect of precious metal
account deposits are valued at their fair value if the precious metal concerned is traded on a price-efficient, liquid market.
Trading activities
Trading activities include positions actively managed in order to take advantage of market price fluctuations or to achieve
arbitrage profits. Trading positions are valued at their fair value. “Fair value” refers to a price set on a liquid, efficient market or calculated with the aid of a pricing model. If, as an exception, no fair value is ascertainable, the lesser value principle
shall apply. Gains and losses are shown under the item “Result from trading activities”, whereas income from interest and
dividend is shown under the item “Interest and dividend income from trading portfolios”.
Positive and negative replacement values of derivative financial instruments
All derivative financial instruments are valued at their fair value. The valuation result is recognised under item “Result from
trading activities”. Netting of positive and negative replacement values is carried out by the Bank with the same counterparty only within the limits of recognised and legally enforceable bilateral agreements.
Financial investments
Financial investments include debt securities, equity securities, physical precious metal holdings as well as real estate that
have been acquired as a result of credit activities and are intended for resale. In case of financial investments valued according to the lesser value principle, an upward revaluation to historic acquisition cost or amortised cost at the maximum is to
be recognised where the fair value falls below acquisition cost and then recovers. The balance of the value adjustments is
shown under items “Other ordinary expenses” and/or “Other ordinary income”, as appropriate. Debt securities intended to be
held to maturity are valued at acquisition cost, according to the accrual method: any transaction premiums and/or discounts
(interest components) are accrued over the term. Value adjustments due to default risks are immediately booked under item
“Changes in value adjustments for default risks and losses from interest operations”. If said securities are sold or redeemed
prior to maturity, the profits and losses realised corresponding to the interest component shall not be immediately booked
to the income statement but instead accrued over the remaining term to maturity. Debt securities not intended to be held
until maturity (i.e. intended for sale) are valued based on the lesser value principle. Value adjustments are globally recognised under items “Other ordinary expenses” and/or “Other ordinary income”. Value adjustments due to default risk are shown
under the item “Changes in value adjustments due to default risks and losses from interest operations”. Equity securities,
own physical precious metal holdings as well as real estate assets that have been acquired as a result of credit activities and
intended for resale are valued according to the lesser value principle. As for real estate assets, the lesser value corresponds
to the lower of acquisition cost and liquidation value. Own physical precious metal holdings used to cover commitments
resulting from metal accounts are valued at the fair value and recognised in the balance sheet as the precious metal accounts.
Value adjustments shall be globally recognised under items “Other ordinary expenses” and/or “Other ordinary income”.
Non-consolidated shareholdings
Any minority stakes held by 20%-50% are shown in the financial statements according to the "equity method".
The companies in which the Bank holds an equity investment of less than 20% of the voting shares or whose sizes and operations do not have a significant impact on the Group, are shown in the financial statements and individually valued at
acquisition price less depreciation and amortization as appropriate.
Tangible fixed assets
Expenditures in tangible fixed assets are recognised as assets if they can be used for more than one accounting period and
exceed the minimum threshold for recognition of CHF 10’000.
Tangible fixed assets are shown in the balance sheet at acquisition cost less accumulated depreciation.
Depreciation is applied according to the straight-line method and is estimated on the basis of the presumed useful life of
the assets. The presumed useful life expected for the different categories of assets is set out below:
Real estate, including land
Other fixed assets
Information technology and other equipment
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Up to
Up to
Up to

67 years
10 years
5 years

Tangible fixed assets are tested for impairment at each balance sheet date. Such tests are based on indications reflecting a possible impairment of individual assets. Where such indications are present, the recoverable amount is to be determined. An asset is
impaired if its book value exceeds its recoverable amount. If an asset is impaired, supplementary depreciation is to be recognised.
If, during impairment testing of a tangible fixed asset, a change in the asset’s useful life is established, the remaining book value
is subject to scheduled depreciation over the newly determined useful life. Ordinary and supplementary amortisation and depreciation are booked under the income statement item “Value adjustments on participations and depreciation and amortisation of
tangible fixed assets and intangible assets”. Any gains realised on sales of fixed assets are shown under the item “Extraordinary
income” and any losses under the item “Extraordinary expenses”.
Provisions
Legal and implicit obligations are to be valued on a regular basis. Where a cash outflow is likely to occur and can be reliably estimated, a provision in the corresponding amount must be created. The amount of existing provisions is reassessed on each balance
sheet date. Any changes are booked to the income statement based on the following criteria:
– Provision for deferred taxes under the item “Taxes”
– Provisions for pension benefit obligations under the item “Personnel expenses”
– Other provisions under the item “Changes to provisions and other value adjustments, and losses”, with the exception of
restructuring provisions shown under the item “Personnel expenses”.
Provisions no longer necessary for operating purposes and which are not used for other similar needs are liquidated in favour of the
income statement.
Reserves for general banking risks
"Reserves for general banking risks" are set up, as a preventive measure, to cover the risks inherent in banking.
The setting up and cancellation of reserves are booked under the income statement item "Changes in reserves for general
banking risks". Reserves for general banking risks are partially taxed.
Taxes
Current taxes, as a rule annual direct taxes on income and capital pertaining to the period, are booked in the income statement
under the item “Taxes”. The relevant liabilities are shown in the item “Accrued expenses and deferred income” (liabilities).
Book values that deviate from the values relevant for tax law purposes are determined systematically. Deferred tax income on such
different amounts are taken into account by means of a provision booked under the item “Taxes”. Deferred tax credits on time
differences or on tax losses carried forward are booked in the balance sheet only if it seems likely that they will be offset
against sufficient taxable earnings.
Contingent liabilities
These off-balance sheet transactions are booked at nominal value. Value adjustments and provisions are made for all recognisable
risks according to the conservative principle.
Employee pension funds
All employees at the Swiss parent company are members of two legally autonomous pension funds. Foreign employees are subject
to a professional pension required from local laws. In the absence of such laws, voluntary pensions may be set up. The employer
incurs staff pension expenses to the extent set out by legal provisions and the funds’ regulations. Premiums paid by the employer
are recognised as “Personnel expenses”. The funds’ contracts and income statements do not show any economic benefit or commitment for the Group. Neither fund includes any employer contribution reserves.
Changes to accounting and valuation principles
The accounting and valuation principles applied to the drawing up of the financial statements as at 31 December 2016 are the same
as those applied in the previous financial year.
Recording of transactions
All the transactions carried out before the closing date are entered daily into the accounts according to the trade date accounting
principle and evaluated according to the applicable accounting principles. Cash operations concluded but not yet executed are
registered according to the cash/settlement principle. During the period between the date of conclusion and the date of settlement, the replacement values relating to these operations are shown in the items “Positive/negative replacement values of
derivative financial instruments”.
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Conversion of foreign currencies
Foreign currency transactions are booked at the exchange rate of the transaction date. At year-end assets and liabilities are
converted at the exchange rate prevailing on the balance sheet date. Historical exchange rates are applied for equity investments and tangible fixed assets. The result of foreign currency transactions is shown under the item “Result from trading
activities”. The assets and liabilities of the consolidated, companies are converted at the year-end exchange rate, whereas
revenues and expenses are converted at the average exchange rate. The resulting differences are directly allocated to the
Group equity.
The following table sets out the exchange rates against the major foreign currencies applied for conversion purposes:

2016

EUR
USD
GBP
YEN

2015

Year End

Average

Year End

Average

1.0730
1.0174
1.2585
0.8710

1.0889

1.0823
0.9927
1.4726
0.8243

1.0758

Scope and method of consolidation
Those companies in which the Bank owns more than 50% of capital or shares with voting rights are fully consolidated.
In accordance with the full consolidation method, debits and credits, as well as revenues and expenses generated by transactions between consolidated companies, are netted. Consolidation of capital takes place according to the "purchase method".
According to this method, book value is offset against net equity existing at the time of formation or acquisition. Any equity
investments held by 20%-50% are recognized in the consolidated financial statements according to the "equity method".

3. Risk Management
Banking entails exposure to a series of specific risks including credit, market and liquidity risks as well as operating, legal
and reputation risks. The Group is equipped with a series of procedures and regulations the aim of which is to supervise and
control risks in all fields of business. Clear and prudential limits have been defined for each individual type of risk the observance of which is constantly supervised by functions that are separate from the ones that generated them. These limits
are updated regularly and adapted to the risk profile of the activities carried out. A controls certification and reporting
system is also available to guarantee an adequate flow of information to all levels. The final purpose is that of maintaining
intact the solidity and reputation of the Group even in the presence of particularly adverse conditions and events.
During the year, the Board of Directors, in its capacity as a governing body, regularly analyses the main risks linked to the
Group’s operations. This analysis is largely based on the information generated by the risk management system that the
Group has set up, and the reports issued by Internal Audit, Operations Management, Risk Control, and Compliance.
On the basis of its assessments, the Board of Directors determines the fundamental principles that regulate the Group risk
policy and supervises their application.
Operations Management is responsible for implementing the directives issued by the Board of Directors. It is in charge of
adequately organising the risk control system and equipping it with appropriate human and technical resources.
The Risk Control unit is endowed with the necessary independence and professionalism. Its operating responsibility is to
identify and measure risks as well as to ensure that the Group’s policies are implemented and limits respected.
The Risk Control unit also draws up a quarterly report addressed to Operations Management and the Board of Directors.
Counterparty (credit) risks
Amounts due from customers
Risks are minimized by systematic demands on customers for collateral and margin coverage.
Credit activity is almost exclusively carried out by Banca del Sempione SA, which is equipped with a procedure ensuring a
rigorous separation of functions between the front-office units, those that are responsible for extending the credit and those
in charge of its supervision. Highly restrictive rules require that even from relatively modest amounts the extension is
authorised by a credit committee, an in-house committee of the Board of Directors and, for higher amounts and credits to
correlated parties, by the Board itself.
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Any exceptions to the rules envisaged by the Group risk policy are monitored and submitted to the Board of Directors on a
quarterly basis. Security-backed loans, accounting for the bulk of the portfolio consisting of accounts receivable from customers, are issued on the basis of collateral values conservatively calculated and daily monitored. The mortgage portfolio
mainly refers to residences occupied by the owners themselves. The average mortgage amount issued is CHF 563’000.
The collateral value of commercial properties, incoming-producing buildings and private houses of high standing is determined with the help of external appraisers.
Counter-creditors risks in inter-banking business
In inter-banking business and trading activities a system of internal limits is used, the observance of which is checked daily by
the Risk Control unit. The Group works essentially with primary counterparts. The amount of the allocated limit mainly depends
on the external rating. Limits are reviewed every quarter. In the event of extreme market conditions, a daily assessment is
carried out.
Risks of interest rate fluctuations
On-balance sheet transactions play a secondary role for the Group. The risks of fluctuation of interest rates however are monitored quarterly by the Risk Control unit and assessed during the ALM committee (ALCO) meeting. Measurement takes place using
the “modified duration” method to establish the potential impacts on the income statement and on capital in the event of
sudden large-scale movements in the interest rates curve. To date ALCO has not considered it necessary to promote hedging
operations with derivative financial instruments.
Other market risks
Currency risks
The Group keeps currency exposure constantly at an essential break-even level in order to minimise the effects deriving from
fluctuations in foreign currencies. The position is monitored daily.
Trading activities
Risks are contained by virtue of limited operations carried out on the Group’s own account and strict limits imposed to the
operating units managing the Group portfolios. Derivative instrument transactions are carried out exclusively on behalf of
clients.
Cash
The Parent Company’s Treasury Department is in charge of operations ensuring compliance with the strategies and limits
established by the governing bodies in order to constantly guarantee the Group’s solvency even in critical circumstances.
The Risk Control unit independently measures and assesses exposure to liquidity risk, verifies the observance of legal limits
and internal provisions, prepares and runs stress tests, and provides Operations Management and ALCO with all the necessary
support.
Operating risks
Operating risks are limited through a series of internal regulations and provisions. First-level control is an integral part of
daily operations. Second-level control is carried out by departments other than the one being audited and is managed
through a controls certification and reporting system able to guarantee an adequate flow of information to all levels.
Internal Audit constantly monitors the adequacy of the procedures. The Compliance service ensures that regulations and
diligence requirements affecting the Group’s various areas of operations are respected. The Group has a business continuity
plan to ensure operating continuity even in case of extraordinary events that limit the availability of personnel, infrastructure, and information systems.

4. Methods used to identify default risks and to establish needs for value adjustments
Credits covered by mortgages
Credits with a potential default risk are identified through monitoring a series of indicators, including delay in paying interests
and repayments and unjustified requests to modify the repayment plan established at the time the mortgage was granted.
Once a year, the Risk Control unit carries out an analysis of the level of coverage of the individual lines of credit, indexing
the evaluations on the basis of the development of market price indices and simulating stress tests.
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Credits covered by securities
The development of the use and value of coverage operations is supervised daily so in order to reduce risks immediately
by controlling exposure or supplying additional guarantees, as far as possible resorting to settlement of the portfolio and
full reimbursement of the line of credit.
Unsecured credits
Open credits are granted solely to clients with whom the Group has had a consolidated long-term business relationship.
Requirements for the granting of credits undergo an annual internal review. In the case of trade credits, updates are requested on the financial and economic situation of the company as well as the annual certified accounts. For personal credits,
updates of the client’s assets and liabilities are sufficient.
Any risky loans that emerged from the procedures described above are analysed on a case-by-case basis and where necessary
value adjustments are made, the amount of which is determined ultimately by Operations Management.
The credit portfolio is examined annually by the audit Company together with the internal audit in order to ensure that all
the problematic positions have been considered.
The list of overdue credits and the relevant value adjustments is submitted to the Board of Directors quarterly.

5. Evaluation of collateral
Credits covered by mortgages
The Parent Company grants credits against mortgage guarantees for an amount corresponding to 50% - 70% of the collateral value, depending on the type of real estate.
The collateral value corresponds to the market value or, if lower, to the purchase price. For credits below CHF 1’000’000 the
evaluation is carried out by the credits service; in the other cases, reports drafted by authorised external professionals are
used. Appraisers’ reports and internal evaluations must be updated at least every ten years or when the real estate market
shows signs of a possible deterioration in prices.
Credits covered by securities
As a matter of principle, only securities and structured products that can be liquidated easily are accepted in guarantee.
The coverage value is calculated by applying a reduction to the market price so as to take into account fairly any risks of
fluctuation in prices and liquidity.

6. Company policy in the use of derivative financial instruments
Trading with derivative financial instruments is carried out solely by the foreign exchange operators of the Parent Company’s
Treasury Department. No Market-Maker activities are carried out.
Trading is carried out in standardised and OTC instruments almost exclusively on behalf of the clientele.
The underlying assets mainly consist of currencies and to a limited degree of listed shares and stock indexes.

7. Important events after the date on which the financial statements were closed
Following the date on which the financial statements were closed no events occurred which had a significant impact on
the financial and income position of the Group.
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8. Information on the balance sheet
8.1 Presentation of collateral for loans/receivables and off-balance-sheet transactions, as well as impaired loans/receivables

Type of collateral
(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Secured by
mortgage

Other
collateral

Unsecured

Total

6’777

189’625

33’471

229’873

1’196

127’555
20’626
3’340

Loans (before netting with value adjustments)
Amounts due from customers
Mortgage loans
- Residential property
- Office and business premises
- Commercial and industrial premises

127’555
19’430
3’340

Total loans (before netting with value adjustments)
Current year
Previous year

157’102
145’232

189’625
129’508

34’667
31’372

381’394
306’112

Total loans (after netting with value adjustments)
Current year
Previous year

157’102
145’232

189’625
129’508

31’295
28’012

378’022
302’752

4’184

273
2’320

4’457
2’320

4’184
5’544

2’593
2’865

6’777
8’409

Off-balance-sheet
Contingent liabilities
Irrevocable commitments
Total off-balance-sheet
Current year
Previous year

Unsecured credits mainly concern loans granted for an amount exceeding the collateral value of securities given in guarantee but lower
than the market value.

(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Impaired loans/receivables
Current year
Previous year

Gross debt
amount

Estimated
liquidation
value of
collateral

Net debt
amount

Individual
value
adjustments

3’617
3’600

310
310

3’307
3’290

3’307
3’290

Year under
review

Previous
year

108
33
521
662

2’340
179
2’168
4’687
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8.2 Breakdown of trading portfolios

(importi in CHF 1’000)

Trading portfolio assets
Debt securities, money market securities/transactions (listed)
Equity securities
Precious metals and commodities
Total

8.3 Presentation of derivative financial instruments (assets and liabilities)

Trading instruments
Positive
replacement
values

Negative
replacement
values

Contract
volume

Foreign exchange/precious metals
Forward contracts
Options (OTC)

5’162
422

4’527
503

1’014’718
314’927

Total before netting agreements
Previous year

5’584
9’565

5’030
9’934

1’329’645
1’545’090

Positive
replacement
values
(cumulative)

Negative
replacement
values
(cumulative)

3’822
5’864

3’268
6’233

Banks and
securities
dealers

Other
customers

3’400

422

(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Total after netting agreements
Current year
Previous year
Central
clearing
houses

Breakdown by counterparty
Positive replacement values (after netting agreements)

8.4 Breakdown of financial investments

Book value

Fair value

(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Year under
review

Previous
year

Year under
review

Previous
year

Debt securities, intended to be held to maturity
Equity securities
Total

111’956
26’434
138’390

114’146
29’309
143’455

113’487
26’511
139’998

114’887
29’350
144’237

of which, securities eligible for repo transactions
in accordance with liquidity requirements

13’675

10’327

Breakdown of counterparties by rating (S&P)
Debt securities (book values)
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AAA
to AA-

A+
to A-

BBB+
to BBB-

BB+
to B-

Below
B-

Unrated

50’345

40’235

12’881

5’774

420

2’301

8.5 Presentation of participations

Year under review

(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Acquisition
cost

Accumulated
value
adjustments

Book value
previous
year end

131
131

111
111

20
20

Non-consolidated participations
Other participations
(without market value)
Total non-consolidated paricipations

Additions

Disposals

Value
adjustments

Depreciation
reversals

Book value
as at end of
current year

20
20

8.6 Disclosure of companies in which the bank holds a permanent direct or indirect significant participation
Business
activity

Company name and domicile

Fully consolidated companies (held directly)
Imocentro SA, Lugano
Finrate SA in liquidation, Lugano
Accademia SGR SpA, Milano
Sempione SIM SpA, Milano
Banca del Sempione (Overseas) Ltd., Nassau

Company
capital

Real Estate
Financial
Asset Management
Asset Management
Bank and Trust

CHF
700’000
CHF
200’000
EUR 1’942’800
EUR 2’500’000
CHF 5’000’000

Share
of capital

Share
of votes

in %

in %

100.0
100.0
96.9
100.0
100.0

100.0
100.0
96.9
100.0
100.0

Reversals

Book value
as at end of
current year

8.7 Presentation of tangible fixed assets

Year under review

(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Bank buildings
Proprietary or separately
acquired software
Other tangible
fixed assets
Total tangible
fixed assets

Acquisition
cost

Accumulated
depreciation

Book value
Previous
year end

50’562

22’540

28’022

132

-780

27’374

20’808

19’013

1’795

691

-904

1’582

9’852

9’042

810

272

-247

835

81’222

50’595

30’627

1’095

-1’931

29’791

Reclassifications

Additions

Disposals

Depreciation

Operating leases
of which, maturing
within one year
of which, maturing within one year - five years

95
2
93
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8.8 Breakdown of other assets and other liabilities

Other assets
(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Indirect taxes
Advance foreign taxes
Other assets and liabilities
Total

Other liabilities

Year under
review

Previous
year

Year under
review

Previous
year

334
2’385
995
3’714

320
2’100
919
3’339

975
6’857
605
8’437

2’093
1’819
3’912

8.9 Disclosure of assets pledged or assigned to secure own commitments and of assets under reservation of ownership

(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Book
values

Effective
commitments

Pledged/assigned assets
Amounts due from banks
Financial investments
Total

1’303
7’960
9’263

1’303
3’650
4’953

8.10 Disclosure of liabilities relating to own pension schemes, and number and nature of equity instruments of the bank
held by own pension schemes

(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Year under
review

Previous
year

5’555

4’079

At sight accounts

8.11 Disclosures on the economic situation of own pension schemes

(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Pension plans with overfunding

Overfunding
at end of
current year

4’000

Economic interest
of the group
Year under
review

Previous
year

Change in
economic
interest Contributions
versus
paid for
previous
the current
year
period

Year under
review

Previous
year

1’326

1’326

1’276

Pension expenses
in personnel expenses

Banca del Sempione SA has two pension plans. For the LPP (Legge sulla Previdenza Professionale - Professional Welfare Law) obligatory
part the Bank has opted for affiliation to the legally independent, Collective Welfare Foundation of Basilese Assicurazioni. Employees are
also affiliated to the Banca del Sempione Pension Fund, which only manages the optional (supplementary) part of professional welfare. Both
Funds re-assure risks with a life insurance company, integrally with regard to the obligatory coverage, and solely for the risks of death
and disability for the supplementary part.
The excess coverage of the Fund (coverage rate of 126%) may be destined solely in favour of the affiliates. Therefore, as far as the Bank
is concerned, no economic advantage or coverage obligation is identified. Any financial commitment of the Bank with regard to the
welfare foundations ends with payment of the contributions. Neither Fund includes any employer contribution reserves.
Employees of foreign affiliates benefit from a welfare coverage at independent bodies, in compliance with local provisions. In such case,
as well, any financial commitment of the employer ends with payment of the contributions.
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8.12 Presentation of value adjustments and provisions, reserves for general banking risks, and changes therein
during the current year

(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Previous
year end

Provisions for deferred taxes
Provisions for other business risks
Other provisions
Total provisions

9’041
10’881

Reserves for general banking risks

15’910

Value adjustments for default
and country risks
of which, value adjustments
for default risks in respect
of impaired loans/receivables
of which, value adjustments
for latent risks

Use in
conformity
with
designated
purpose

Reclassifications

Currency
differences

Past due, New creations
interest
charged to
recoveries
income

-79
-79

161
301
462

Releases
to income

Balance at
current
year end

-3’861
-3’861

1’840
161
5’391
7’392

1’840
-24
-24

13
13

15’910

3’360

-4

4

17

3’290

-4

4

17

-5

3’372

3’307

70

-5

65

Within the other provisions essentially provisions for legal risks are included. The adequacy of provisions is regularly reviewed depending on
the findings of the processes in progress. The amount of actual losses will depend on the outcome of final judgments. The taxed portion of
reserves for general banking risks corresponds to CHF 8.6 million.

8.13 Number and value of equity securities or options on equity securities held by all executives and directors and by employees,
and disclosures on any employee participation schemes

Number equity securities
Year under review

Members of the board of directors
Management
Employees
Total

25’910
13’866
5’200
44’976

Previous year

25’910
19’066
44’976

Value equity securities
Year under review

Previous year

in CHF 1’000

in CHF 1’000

2’591
1’387
520
4’498

2’591
1’907
4’498

The value assigned to participation rights corresponds to the face value. There shall be no employee participation plan.
No employee participation plan is currenty expected.
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8.14 Disclosure of amounts due from/to related parties

Amounts due from
(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Holders of qualified participations
Linked companies
Transactions with members of governing bodies

Amounts due to

Year under
review

Previous
year

Year under
review

Previous
year

2’824
12’114
4’536

3’319
16’005
4’489

22’219
4’588
6’936

13’748
2’171
14’791

During the financial period in question no note-worthy transactions occurred in which affiliated entities were counterparts. No significant
off-balance sheet transactions have been recorded. The conditions applied in the banking services correspond to those granted to top-ranking
clientele. Members of the Bank’s governing bodies are granted the same benefits as those applied to all personnel.

8.15 Presentation of the maturity structure of financial instruments

Due

(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Assets/financial instruments
Liquid assets
Amounts due from banks
Amounts due from customers
Mortgage loans
Trading portfolio assets
Positive replacement values
of derivative financial instruments
Financial investments
Total
Previous year
Debt capital/financial instruments
Amounts due to banks
Amounts due in respect
of customer deposits
Negative replacement values
of derivative financial instruments
Total
Previous year
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At sight

154’978
90’818
272
662
3’822
26’436
276’988
199’747

Cancellable

within
3 months

within
3 to 12
months

17’168
214’969
28’353

50’873
9’604
11’439

5’087
1’966
16’759

1’158
64’245

29’257

260’490
179’938

2’648
74’564
132’975

23’315
47’127
47’966

51’976
117’379
115’513

34’015
63’272
54’241

26’208

within
12 months
to 5 years

after
5 years

No
maturity

Total

154’978
163’946
227’697
150’325
662

418

3’822
138’390
839’820
730’798

26’208

640’748

54’623

695’371

3’268
670’224
558’741

54’623
56’195

3’268
724’847
622’029

7’093

8.16 Presentation of assets and liabilities by domestic and foreign origin in accordance with the domicile principle

Year under review
(importi in CHF 1’000)

Assets
Liquid assets
Amounts due from banks
Amounts due from customers
Mortgage loans
Trading portfolio assets
Positive replacement values of derivative financial instruments
Financial investments
Accrued income and prepaid expenses
Non-consolidated participations
Intangible assets
Other assets
Total assets
Liabilities
Amounts due to banks
Amounts due in respect of customer deposits
Negative replacement values of derivative financial instruments
Accrued expenses and deferred income
Other liabilities
Provisions
Reserves for general banking risks
Bank’s capital
Retained earnings reserve
Minority interest in equity
Consolidated profit
of which, minority interests in consolidated profit
Total liabilities

Previous year

Domestic

Foreign

Domestic

Foreign

154’965
60’952
40’424
123’007
521
3’778
5’451
3’899
20
29’689
1’102
423’808

13
102’994
187’273
27’318
141
44
132’939
566

97’447
55’422
24’054
113’601
2’173
324
5’259
4’994
20
30’454
949
334’697

9
121’162
141’203
23’894
2’514
5’540
138’196
550

3’259
344’169
3’241
4’728
1’179
6’766
15’910
20’000
80’737
6’636
486’625

102
2’612
454’002

22’949
351’202
27
288
7’258
626

8’327
92
416
-12
391’185

1’227
295’385
2’428
2’987
3’049
10’566
15’910
20’000
77’149
5’089
433’790

173
2’390
435’631

16’456
302’728
3’805
408
863
315

9’970
78
1’915
-9
336’538

As for the breakdown between Switzerland and abroad, the principle of customer domicile applies, with the exception of mortgage loans,
in respect of which the place where the property is located shall prevail.

8.17 Breakdown of total assets by country or group of countries (domicile principle)

Year under review

Switzerland
Europe others
of which, Italy
North America
South America
Africa
Asia
Australia/Oceania
Total assets

Previous year

Absolute
CHF 1’000

Share
as %

Absolute
CHF 1’000

Share
as %

425’974
365’823
183’443
34’939
35’118
2’677
10’450
2’829
877’810

48.5
41.7
20.9
4.0
4.0
0.3
1.2
0.3
100

334’697
341’589
146’796
36’469
37’189
4’977
11’165
4’242
770’328

43.5
44.3
19.1
4.7
4.8
0.6
1.5
0.6
100
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8.18 Breakdown of total assets by credit rating of country groups (risk domicile view)

Net exposure
Current year end
(Rating S&P)

AAA/AAA+/ABBB+/BBBBB+/BBB+/BCCC/C
Totale attivi

Previous year end

CHF 1’000

%

CHF 1’000

%

721’413
13’402
133’685
2’339
4’763
2’208
877’810

82.2
1.5
15.2
0.3
0.5
0.3
100

642’159
9’913
114’308
689
1’228
2’031
770’328

83.4
1.3
14.8
0.1
0.2
0.3
100

As for the breakdown of net commitment, the principle of customer domicile applies, with the exception of mortgage loans, in respect
of which the place where the property is located shall prevail.

8.19 Presentation of assets and liabilities broken down by the most significant currencies for the bank
Currencies
(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Assets
Liquid assets
Amounts due from banks
Amounts due from customers
Mortgage loans
Trading portfolio assets
Positive replacement values of derivative financial instruments
Financial investments
Accrued income and prepaid expenses
Non-consolidated participations
Tangible fixed assets
Other assets
Total assets shown in balance sheet
Delivery entitlements from spot exchange,
forward forex and forex options transactions		
Total assets
Liabilities
Amounts due to banks
Amounts due in respect of customer deposits
Negative replacement values of derivative financial instruments
Accrued expenses and deferred income
Other liabilities
Provisions
Reserves for general banking risks
Bank’s capital
Retained earnings reserve
Minority interests in equity
Consolidated profit
of which, minority interests in consolidated profit
Total liabilities shown in the balance sheet
Delivery obligations from spot exchange, forward forex
and forex options transactions		
Total liabilities
Net position per currency
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CHF

USD

EUR

Other

Total

150’990
9’693
30’576
123’719

333
72’917
18’356

99
15’724
1’067

899
32’805
1’456
20
29’746
1’008
380’912

60
288
53’378
470

3’556
65’612
177’698
26’606
81
833
52’099
2’260

117
145’919

45
2’586
331’376

3
19’603

154’978
163’946
227’697
150’325
662
3’822
138’390
4’465
20
29’791
3’714
877’810

261’011
641’923

302’601
448’520

559’170
890’546

206’863
226’466

1’329’645
2’207’455

793
282’273
393
4’550
1’039
1’896
15’910
20’000
89’064

6’006
86’059
304
57
39

19’098
302’229
750
198
7’359
5’496

311
24’810
1’821
211

26’208
695’371
3’268
5’016
8’437
7’392
15’910
20’000
89’064
92
7’052
-12
877’810

422’981

92’465

92
-11
-12
335’211

229’985
652’966
-11’043

356’058
448’523
-3

545’925
881’136
9’410

7’063

521
1’802
108
279

27’153
197’677
224’830
1’636

1’329’645
2’207’455

9. Information on off-balance sheet transactions
9.1 Breakdown of contingent liabilities and contingent assets

(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Guarantees to secure credits and similar
Total contingent liabilities

Year under
review

Previous
year

4’457
4’457

6’113
6’113

Year under
review

Previous
year

6’867
6’867

13’351
352
13’703

Year under
review

Previous
year

9.2 Breakdown of fiduciary transactions

(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Fiduciary investments with third-party companies
Fiduciary loans
Total fiduciary transactions

9.3 Breakdown of managed assets and presentation of their development

(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Breakdown of managed assets
Assets in collective investment schemes managed by the bank
Assets under discretionary asset management agreements
Other managed assets
Total managed assets (including double counting)
of which, double counting

797’344
847’487
778’754
644’105
2’199’441 1’957’809
3’775’539 3’449’401
479’726
467’782

Other managed assets include all assets for which the Group receives fees and/or additional fees to custodial rights and account fees.
The Group has no assets that can be considered as “custody only”.

(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Presentation of the development of managed assets
Total managed assets (including double counting) at the beginning of the period
Net new money inflow or net new money outflow
Price gains/losses, interest, dividends and currency gains/losses
Total managed assets (including double counting) at the end of the period

Year under
review

Previous
year

3’449’401 3’640’124
297’549
33’940
28’589 -224’663
3’775’539 3’449’401

Net new money inflow/outflow includes all incoming and outgoing transfers of liquidity and other investment values, on the basis of
the value of the transfer day. On the other hand, interest and dividend income, price and currency gains/losses as well as interest,
expenses and commission charges are excluded.
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10. Information on the income statement
10.1 Breakdown of personnel expenses

(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Salaries (meeting attendance fees and fixed compensation to members of the group’s
governing bodies, salaries and benefits)
Social insurance benefits
Other personnel expenses
Total personnel expenses

Year under
review

Previous
year

17’034
3’294
376
20’704

16’202
3’233
408
19’843

Year under
review

Previous
year

1’577
3’280
159
398
398

1’627
3’109
152
307
305
2
2’918
8’113

10.2 Breakdown of general and administrative expenses

(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Office space expenses
Expenses for information and communications technology
Expenses for vehicles, equipment, furniture and other fixtures, as well as operating lease expenses
Fees of audit firms (Art. 961a no. 2 CO)
of which, for financial and regulatory audits
of which, for other services
Other operating expenses
Total of general and administrative expenses
Net of the changes in provisions, the fee paid to the audit company for the previous year was CHF 383’000.
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2’826
8’240

10.3 Presentation of the operating result broken down according to domestic and foreign origin, according to the principle
of permanent establishment

Year under review
(Amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Result from interest operations
Interest and discount income
Interest and dividend income from trading portfolios
Interest and dividend income from financial investments
Interest expense
Gross result from interest operations
Changes in value adjustments for default risks and losses
from interest operations
Subtotal net result from interest operations
Result from commission business and services
Commission income from securities trading and investment activities
Commission income from lending activities
Commission income from other services
Commission expense
Subtotal result from commission business and services
Result from trading activities
Other result from ordinary activities
Result from the disposal of financial investments
Income from participations
Result from real estate
Other ordinary income
Other ordinary expenses
Subtotal other result from ordinary activities
Operating expenses
Personnel expenses
General and administrative expenses
Subtotal operating expenses
Value adjustments on participations and depreciation
and amortisation of tangible fixed assets and intangible assets
Changes to provisions and other value adjustments, and losses
Operating result

Previous year

Domestic

Foreign

Domestic

Foreign

3’432
69
2’430
-229
5’702

473

366

541

3’195
90
2’580
-204
5’661

87
-47
406

-12
5’690

541

240
5’901

406

19’136
100
2’114
-1’868
19’482

7’891
3
336
-305
7’925

19’068
108
2’664
-1’568
20’272

9’264
14
517
-762
9’033

1’811

-144

3’043

259

470
25
716

37

681
20
716

-25

68

-24
1’187

39
-39
37

-1’435
-18

3
-76
-98

-16’288
-6’071
-22’359

-4’416
-2’169
-6’585

-15’729
-5’813
-21’542

-4’114
-2’300
-6’414

-1’835
3’620
7’596

-96
-726
952

-1’877
247
6’026

-114
-432
2’640

10.4 Presentation of current taxes, deferred taxes, and disclosure of tax rate

Year under
review

Previous
year

Expense for current taxes
Expense for deferred taxes
Total taxes

1’498
-2
1’496

1’675
-13
1’662

Average taxe rate wieghted on the basis of the operating result

17.5%

19.2%
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(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

There hasn’t been any significant impact on income taxes from changes in the losses carried forwards.

11. Information on Capital and Liquidity Adequacy
11.1 Eligible capital and required capital
Year under
review

Previous
year

125’143
125’143

123’111
70
123’181

Credit risk (AS-BRI)
Non-counterparty related risk (AS-BRI)
Market risk (de minimis)
Operational risk (basic indicator approach)
Total required capital

23’278
2’382
620
5’747
32’027

23’939
2’450
867
6’032
33’288

Capital ratios
CET1
T1
Eligible Capital
CET1 requirements, according to CAO (Capital Adequacy Ordinance)
of which, conservation buffer
of which, countercyclical buffer
CET1 capital in respect of minimal capital requirements and all additional capital requirements
CET1 Capital requirement according to FINMA-Circ. 11/2, taking into account the countercyclical buffer
CET1 actual
T1 Capital requirement according to FINMA-Circ. 11/2, taking into account the countercyclical buffer
T1 actual
Eligible capital requirement according to FINMA-Circ. 11/2, taking into account the countercyclical buffer
Eligible capital actual

31.26%
31.26%
31.26%
4.68%
0.00%
0.18%
31.26%
7.18%
31.26%
8.68%
31.26%
10.68%
31.26%

29.59%
29.59%
29.60%
4.65%
0.00%
0.15%
29.59%
7.15%
29.59%
8.65%
29.59%
10.65%
29.60%

(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Year under
review

Previous
year

Tier 1 Capital
Total Exposure
Leverage ratio

125’143
895’079
14.00%

123’111
793’087
15.50%

(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Common equity Tier 1 capital (CET1)
Tier 2 capital (T2)
Total eligible capital

11.2 Leverage ratio

11.3 Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR)

Average
(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Total high quality liquid assets (HQLA)
Net cash outflows
Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR)
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I quarter

II quarter

III quarter

IV quarter

124’539
33’131
376%

118’147
32’040
369%

137’950
35’851
385%

162’088
35’516
456%

REPORT OF THE STATUTORY AUDITOR ON THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Report of the statutory auditor

to the General Meeting of Banca del Sempione SA
Lugano
Report of the statutory auditor on the consolidated financial
statements
As statutory auditor, we have audited the consolidated financial statements of Banca del Sempione SA,
which comprise the balance sheet, income statement, cash flow statement, statement of changes in equity
and notes (pages 18 to 40), for the year ended 31 December 2016.
Board of Directors' responsibility
The Board of Directors is responsible for the preparation of the consolidated financial statements in
accordance with accounting rules for banks and the requirements of Swiss law. This responsibility
includes designing, implementing and maintaining an internal control system relevant to the preparation
of consolidated financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or
error. The Board of Directors is further responsible for selecting and applying appropriate accounting
policies and making accounting estimates that are reasonable in the circumstances.
Auditor’s responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these consolidated financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with Swiss law and Swiss Auditing Standards. Those standards
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance whether the consolidated
financial statements are free from material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in
the consolidated financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment,
including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the consolidated financial statements,
whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers the internal
control system relevant to the entity’s preparation of the consolidated financial statements in order to
design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing
an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control system. An audit also includes evaluating
the appropriateness of the accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made,
as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the consolidated financial statements. We believe that the
audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion.
Opinion
In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2016 give a true and
fair view of the financial position, the results of operations and the cash flows in accordance with
accounting rules for banks and comply with Swiss law.

PricewaterhouseCoopers SA, via della Posta 7, casella postale, CH-6901 Lugano, Switzerland
Telefono: +41 58 792 65 00, Fax: +41 58 792 65 10, www.pwc.ch
PricewaterhouseCoopers SA is a member of the global PricewaterhouseCoopers network of firms, each of which is a separate and independent legal entity.
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Report on other legal requirements
We confirm that we meet the legal requirements on licensing according to the Auditor Oversight Act
(AOA) and independence (art. 728 CO and art. 11 AOA) and that there are no circumstances incompatible
with our independence.
In accordance with art. 728a para. 1 item 3 CO and Swiss Auditing Standard 890, we confirm that an
internal control system exists which has been designed for the preparation of consolidated financial
statements according to the instructions of the Board of Directors.
We recommend that the consolidated financial statements submitted to you be approved.
PricewaterhouseCoopers SA

Beresford Caloia

Luca Vitali

Audit expert
Auditor in charge

Audit expert

Lugano, 7 April 2017
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A mountain of ideas

Rocks that become ideas that become energy that becomes poetry. The Campolungo mountains are strange,
with their materials and morphologies that can attract
the most brilliant minds, Scholars able to recognise unknown elements or new living species. Entrepreneurs
able to exploit the elements to construct small food companies or immense hydroelectric plants. Writers able to
transform the numerous facets of nature into cultural
messages. Travelers able to enjoy them. The transit of
man changes and at the same time hands down the landscape. It subjects it to his own way of living, understanding and generating profit. With a unique network of protection from the risk of destroying the common good: its
common sense. The North Star which guides those who
are aware of the value of things and possess knowledge
to progress and tools to act. That which has always been
the guiding value of Banca del Sempione.

Between history and culture

Previous page:
In the past, Lake Tremorgio
was crossed by boat
In sequence:
A watercolour by H.C.E.
von der Linth depicting
the Cadonighino pass
An engraving depicting
Déodat de Dolomieu,
by Ambroise Tardieu
The Tremorgio hydro electrical
power station, of the Azienda
Elettrica Ticinese, in Rodi
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The particular location of the Campolungo region, like a divide between the Leventina and
Maggia valleys, its lakes and the alpine fauna
and flora that inhabit it, and above all its incredible geological wealth, are the reasons
why its history has been characterised by a
growing interest since the Nineteenth century, particularly in the scientific field, and way
beyond its borders. With the birth of geology
as a scientific discipline, the Campolungo fold
would allow its name to spread throughout
the world. One of the first scholars to describe
the area was the Frenchman Déodat de Dolomieu, a world-famous geologist. It was in his
honour that the white rock also found in the
Campolungo region was baptised “dolomite”.
In 1801, a few months before he died, Dolomieu travelled to Leventina on his last journey
to the south of the Alps. During that summer,
he climbed from Prato up to “Campo Longo”,
as it was called at that time. He reached the
Cadonighino Pass, from where he admired the
particular formation of the rock: “de ce col au
delà de la combe on voit en face une grande
couche de dolomie qui fait de très singuliers
contours” he wrote in his diaries.
Just a few years later, on 30th August 1804,
another scholar would be “bewitched” by this
area: Hans Conrad Escher von der Linth from
Zurich, an eclectic illuminist, expert designer
and water-colours painter, politician and selftaught geologist. He was moved by the deposits of a particular mineral, Tremolite. From his
191 alpine expeditions which would make him
the best expert of the Swiss Alps of his time,
stands out the one where he climbed from
Dazio Grande to lake Tremorgio and finally to
the Campolungo Pass. Here Escher observed
the various types of Tremolite (white, grey,
vitreous) in its various outcrops: “the most fre-

quent at Campolongo is the common Tremolite in the form of thin, elongated stems that
flake into rayed bands” he noted. Impressed
by the view of the Pass, it is here that he drew
the famous watercolour with a north-east view
of the Cadonighino Pass, till this day kept in
the central Library of Zurich. During his descent from the Pass he noted that the grey dolomite contained only grey Tremolite. Escher
left a valuable inheritance to those who came
after him: he was the first scholar to accurately
describe the various types of dolomite and to
observe that it extended from east to west for
2.5 kilometres, and above all to hypothesize
the Triassic origin of the rock formations.
Another presence in the region, the water of the
small lakes and streams, is at the basis of another important development which revolutionised the natural landscape: we are at the dawn
of the production of hydroelectric energy at the
end of the Nineteenth century. In 1899 the Engineer from Lavorgo Raffaele Frasa requested a
licence for the waters of Lake Tremorgio, equal
to 9 million cubic metres, through the Lagasca
stream as far as the river Ticino. Exploitation of
hydro-power from the beginning of the Twentieth century would allow economic and social
progress of the canton without precedence.

The Tremorgio hydro-electric power station in
Rodi, built between 1918 and 1924, is currently
the oldest pumped storage plant still running
in the Leventina valley: with its 7 GWh a year,
it is enough to satisfy the requirements of 1,750
households. The golden age of the construction
of hydroelectric dams and barrages, which coincided with the second half of the Twentieth
century, imposed new projects to link the valleys. The Tremorgio cablecar was part of a series of cableways which no longer exist today,
and which connected Rodi to Fusio, in the
Lavizzara valley, passing right over Campolungo. It was used to transport cement for the
construction of the Sambuco dam by Officine
idroelettriche della Maggia.

The economic boom of the sixties would give
new blood to the alpine tourism and economy.
The Campolungo region would become a popular tourist destination. The patriciate of Prato
Leventina, the owner of the Campolungo and
the Tremorgio, made large investments in the
dairy sector: cowsheds, farmhouses and cheese
factories equipped to produce milk and cheese
which still continues today, for example, on
Alpe Cadonigo. Still divided into three sectors
(Cadonighino for milk, Cadonigo, Casorei and
Campolungo for cheese), it produces, during
the season, 1,600 whole cheeses with a unique
flavour, thanks to the presence of as many as
400 species of alpine grasses. The historian
Mario Fransioli, an important personality from
the Leventina, in his appreciated monography

about Prato, referred to the “alpe di Tremorgio,
with its meadows spread all around the lake”
and to the court of Campolungo “with its farm
at an elevation of 2,086 metres and pasture
lands reaching up to an elevation 2,138 metres
(’ul Vanétt’ at ’i Caucistri’)”, inhabited “almost
from 20th July to 15th August in good years”.
The Campolungo charming scenery could
not fail to whet the appetite of other great
figures of the Ticino cultural world, starting
from the writer who was the greatest literary spokesman for the region, Giorgio Orelli,
born in Airolo but soon moving to Prato. His
was the “pearl” of the Tremorgio, referring to
the lake: “mi fermo d’improvviso tra i calcestri biancheggianti del passo, davanti a uccelli dal collo di pietra” (I stop suddenly among
the whitish limestone cliffs of the pass, before
birds with stone necks) says a poem called
“Campolungo”. The free poetic reference to
the “caucìstri” or “caucéstri”, as the white
stone was known in the local dialect, is clear.
And again Orelli “(...) like the pheasants of

In sequence:
The old cableway for
transporting cement to the
site of the Sambuco dam
Alpe Casorei
A moment in the construction
of the Tremorgio penstock
Following page:
The poet Giorgio Orelli

the Tremorgio listened to from the cliff which
climbs up to the Campolungo” in the work
called “Moosakerweg”. Thanks to the tributes
paid by Orelli in his prose work entitled ”Un
giorno della vita” (1961) and collected poems
called “Sinopie” (1977) and “Spiracoli” (1989),
the Campolungo became a narrative subject, a
literary topic, a subject of study for the following generations, contributing not only to giving
it a symbolic aura, but also to handing it down
to posterity for ever. So, in a work entitled “La
roccia e il ferro” dedicated to the upper Leventina as a transit and border area, the youngest poet Favio Pusterla also tells of how “(...)
beyond the huge basin of the upper Piumogna
and the buttresses of the Campolungo, under
the white dolomites of the Venett Pass, the
“pearl” of the Tremorgio would open up (...)”.
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Campolungo
Along a slope already favoured by pheasants
I come to where the lucky ones don’t dawdle,
on a wide plain veined by newly cracked
streams, their banks scattered
with flowers like snow-flakes.
Fog creeps in, distances the mountaintops.
An anxiety hunts me.
I stop suddenly among the whitewashed
limestone of the pass, in front of
stony-necked birds.
At my shot
the moorhens take flight, disappear
into the fog that now pricks my memory.

(Giorgio Orelli, Selected Poems (1944-1213),
translated by Marco Sonzogni and Ross Woods.
Foreword by Pietro De Marchi, Toronto-Buffalo-Lancaster (U.K), Guernica, 2015)
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ACCADEMIA SGR (Società di gestione del risparmio) SpA

The Company
Accademia SGR SpA (hereinfter also the “SGR”) is an asset management company specialised in managing Real Estate Funds.
Based in Milan, it combines the international experience accumulated in real estate and the asset management business by
Banca del Sempione Group with real estate experience gained in the Italian market, particularly Milan and Rome. Accademia
SGR SpA is authorised to sponsor and manage Alternative Investment Funds (“AIFs”), also including real estate funds, based
on European Directive 2011/61/UE (“AIFMD”).
Investment Philosophy
Accademia SGR SpA independently manages multiple investor funds. Investing in real estate funds allows for portfolio diversification securing attractive yields compared to other traditional forms of stock market investment. The SGR offers customised services to its clients.
The main advantages linked to real estate management via real estate funds are in particular: asset securitisation, debt deconsolidation, professional property management and the separation between characteristic company business and real estate management.
Types of investors
Accademia SGR SpA addresses a restricted number of “Professional and Institutional Investors”, interested in real estate
investment and willing to delegate management of their assets to participate in real estate transactions in association with
other parties having the same qualifications. The term “Professional Investor”, as defined in Italian Ministerial Decree N.
30/2015, includes private and public professional clients, as well as those who, upon request, may be treated as professional clients pursuant to art. 1, section 1, paragraph m-undecies of Italian Legislative Decree N. 58/1998 (hereafter also “TUF”
– Testo Unico della Finanza), professional investors defined in art. 1, section 1, paragraph m-quater of TUF, and/or investors
described in Italian Ministerial Decree N. 30/2015. In exchange for shares, it is possible to transfer one’s real estate assets
to a fund that the SGR then professionally manages and increases in value as well as to invest a part of one’s liquid assets
in a real estate fund which already contains properties, with the objective of diversifying risk and securing an attractive yield
compared to other traditional forms of stock market investment in the current market scenario. The main investment asset
classes are office and residential properties, sports facilities and hotels.
How to invest in the Fund
Interested investors may underwrite shares in the real estate fund through:
-		underwriting commitment: according to the terms and conditions set in the fund regulations, investors commit, by filling
and signing a specific share application form, to paying the SGR the amount underwritten, based on the fund’s needs
upon the SGR’s demands;
-		contribution: subject to the terms and conditions set in the fund regulations, investors may underwrite shares in the fund,
transferring not money but “assets” in accordance with the investment criteria prescribed in the regulations (real estate,
real estate rights, and equity investments in real estate companies).
Prudential Rules
According to amendments implemented by AIFMD, the leverage of an AIF is expressed as the ratio between the AIF’s exposure
and its net asset value. Accademia SGR SpA calculates the exposure of the AIFs it manages according to the “gross” method
pursuant to art. 7 of Delegated Regulation N. 2013/231/UE (“Delegated Regulation”) as well as to the “commitment” method pursuant to art. 8 of said regulation.
The exposure of an AIF calculated in accordance with the “gross” method is the sum of the absolute values of all positions
valued pursuant to article 19 of AIFMD and all delegated acts adopted in compliance with such Directive.
More in detail, Accademia SGR SpA shall:
a) exclude the value of cash and cash equivalents that:
		 - are highly liquid investments held in the AIF’s reference currency;
		 - are readily convertible to a known amount of cash;
		 - are subject to a minor risk of change in value;
		 - provide a return no greater than the rate of a three-month high quality government bond;
b) convert derivative instruments into equivalent positions in their underlying assets by using the conversion methods set
out in article 10 and Annex I, points 4 to 9 and 14 of the Delegated Regulation;
c) exclude cash borrowings that remain in cash or cash equivalent pursuant to point a), when the amounts to be paid are
known;
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d) include exposure deriving from the reinvestment of cash borrowings, expressed as the higher market value of the investment realised or the total amount of the cash borrowed pursuant to Annex I, points 1 and 2 of the Delegated Regulation;
e) include positions within repurchase agreements or reverse repurchase agreements as well as securities lending or securities borrowing arrangements or other transactions pursuant to Annex I, point 3 and points 10 to 13 of the Delegated
Regulation.
The exposure of an AIF calculated in accordance with the “commitment” method is the sum of the absolute values of all
positions valued pursuant to Article 19 of Directive 2011/61/UE and the relevant delegated acts, without prejudice to the
criteria set out in paragraphs 2 to 9.
More in detail, Accademia SGR shall:
a) convert each derivative instrument position into an equivalent position in the underlying asset by using the conversion
methods set out in article 10 and Annex II, points 4 to 9 and 14 of the Delegated Regulation;
b) carry out the relevant netting and hedging transactions;
c) calculate the exposure determined by the reinvestment of borrowings where such reinvestment increases the AIF’s exposure pursuant to Annex I, points 1 and 2 of the Delegated Regulation;
d) include other transactions in the calculation based on Annex I, point 3 and points 10 to 13 of the Delegated Regulation.
Fund Duration
The fund duration is set in the fund regulations and may be a maximum of 50 years, except in case of early liquidation of the
investment (and cash payment to investors for their shares in the fund) taking place over the life of the fund.
As at today, therefore, Accademia SGR manages six real estate funds with total assets under management amounting to about
Euro 260 million.
In order to offer its clients quality and customised services, over the years, the SGR has strengthened its organisation, which
now comprises real estate industry and asset management professionals. The company is therefore now able to profitably
manage its real estate funds and provide its clients with adequate and thorough real estate advisory services on properties
located in Italy and abroad, resorting, if necessary, to the support of well-known real estate experts.

Accademia SGR (Società
di gestione del risparmio) SpA
Piazza Borromeo 14
20123 Milan, Italy
Tel. +39 02 36 567 003
Fax +39 02 36 567 183
www.accademiasgr.it
Auditor Deloitte & Touche Spa, Milan
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BASE INVESTMENTS SICAV

In the Grand-Duchy of Luxembourg, Banca del Sempione SA is the sponsor of BASE Investments SICAV (the “SICAV”), an openend investment company with multiple sub-funds established on 29 May 2001 and registered in the official list of Undertakings
for Collective Investment pursuant to the Law of 17 December 2010, Section I.
The sub-funds are characterised by different investment objectives in order to offer a range of possibilities to investors and
simultaneously respect their risk propensities. With regard to the individual sub-funds, investment policies were defined and
summarised in the prospectus approved by the Supervisory Authorities.
More generally speaking, the main commitment of the investment managers is to preserve the capital invested during the more
volatile market phases and implement the most effective strategies to increase the value of the assets during the most favourable phases. This is ensured through diversification of the portfolios and special attention to the control of operational risks.
The ideal minimum investment period is 24/36 months, based on the characteristics of the individual sub-funds.
Effective 1 October 2016, the SICAV appointed Edmond de Rothschild Asset Management (Luxembourg) as management company, assigning to it the Risk Control activities, the calculation of the net asset value as well as the role of Transfer Agent.
Banca del Sempione SA continues in its functions as sponsor and manager for all the sub-funds, also taking on the responsibility of Global Distributor.
The most modern management techniques are applied to the activities benefitting the client, with the objective of ensuring
the desired return. The constant search for the best technological infrastructures and in-depth analyses that lead to definition
of the investment strategies also contribute to mitigating risks.
Starting from the principle that the SICAV’s various sub-funds are invested in transferable securities, where cash is used on an
ancillary basis, the company has carefully picked the markets it wants to operate in, focusing mainly on three asset classes
(equity, bond, and cash). In addition to the aforementioned asset classes, the SICAV pursues a diversified approach through
the adoption of quantitative strategies, such as the search for macro-economic advantages linked to the trend in variables,
such as rates, inflation and economic growth, to generate investment opportunities, using all of the investment tools allowed
by law or through investment in other funds with a low correlation to the market and a good risk-return ratio.
With the specific objective of offering investors efficient products compliant with their needs, with a view to rationalising the
sub-funds and in order to ensure value from their investment policies, the Board of Directors of the SICAV resolved, during its
session of 1 December 2016, to liquidate the Equities U.S.A., Equities Switzerland and I.D.E.A. Sub-Funds. At the basis of this
decision was the specific desire to optimise the range of products offered, only including those strategies that truly create
value over time. The equity segment, dominated by products such as ETFs, typically with passive management but lower costs,
was therefore abandoned.
A list of the sub-funds is provided below, with a brief explanation of the respective investment policies:

Base Investments SICAV – Macro Dynamic (launched on 3 October 2016)
The Sub-Fund’s objective is to achieve absolute return by means of a dynamic portfolio with a view to obtaining medium to
long-term (3 to 5 years) capital appreciation by combining different assets without any geographical or currency constraints.
For that purpose, the Sub-Fund implements flexible asset allocation based on the economic scenario, in the investors’ interest.
The benchmark index is Euribor 3 months +2%.
Base Investments SICAV – Emerging and Frontier Markets Equity
The Sub-Fund’s investment objective is long-term capital appreciation by investing at least 51% of its net assets in equity securities of emerging and frontier equity markets companies or those companies which derive a proportion of their revenues or
profits from emerging and frontier economies through a value investing stock selection across the entire market capitalisation
spectrum. The benchmark index consists of MSCI Emerging (40%), MSCI Frontier (40%) and cash (20%).
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Base Investments SICAV – Bonds Value
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform an index consisting of Citigroup EUROBIG All Eurobig (80%) and JPM Cash
Index EUR 3 Months (20%), with a time horizon of 3 years, mainly investing in fixed-income securities, having a rating of at
least BBB- according to the S&P’s rating system (or an equivalent rating assigned by a different rating agency).
The Sub-Fund may invest up to 15% of its total net assets in non-investment grade bonds.
Base Investments SICAV – Bonds USD
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform the SSB EuroDollar Index, with a time horizon of three years, mainly investing in USD–denominated fixed-income securities, having a rating of at least BBB- according to the S&P’s rating system (or
equivalent).
Base Investments SICAV – Bonds CHF
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform an index consisting of SBI Foreign Rating AAA Total Return (80%) and JPM
Cash Index CHF 3 Months (20%), with a time horizon of three years, mainly investing in CHF–denominated fixed-income
securities having a rating of at least BBB- according to the S&P’s rating system (or equivalent).
Base Investments SICAV – Bonds – Multicurrency
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform the Euribor 3 months +1% Index with a time horizon of 3 years, mainly
investing in fixed-income securities denominated in EUR having a rating of at least BBB- assigned by S&P’s (or equivalent).
The remaining portion of the sub-fund’s total assets may consist of cash with diversification among currencies made through
term deposits or investment in derivatives, such as forward contracts and repurchase agreements, currency swaps and currency options.
Base Investments SICAV – Flexible Low Risk Exposure
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform an index consisting of JPM Global Govt. Bond EMU LC. (60%), MTS Italy BOT
ex-Bank (30%) and FTSE Eurotop 100 Index (10%), with a time horizon of 3 years, mainly investing in any type of
fixed-income transferable security having a rating of at least BBB- according to S&P’s (or equivalent).
The sub-fund may also invest up to 20% of its total assets in non-investment grade bonds, shares, other equity market securities, units or shares issued by Undertakings for Collective Investment investing in shares or non-investment grade bonds.
Base Investments SICAV – Short Term
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform the JPM Cash EUR 3 Months Index, mainly investing in fixed- or floating-rate
securities, such that the average time to maturity of the securities included in the portfolio does not exceed 12 months.
Base Investment SICAV – Euro Hedging
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to provide an investment instrument linked to the money and bond market invested outside
the European currency. It is therefore a product that implies a preliminary choice by the investor aiming at diversifying a
portion of his/her/its assets in the currency sense. The investment manager, which must invest at least 85% of the Sub-fund’s
assets outside the Euro, is left the task of choosing the best allocation from the foreign currencies exchanged in international markets.
Base Investments SICAV – Lepton
The investment objective of this Sub-Fund is to achieve an absolute return mainly investing in other funds with a time horizon
for the investor of 24 months. The funds included in its portfolio shall be compliant with UCITS regulations. The value of each
individual fund shall not exceed 20% of the sub-fund’s net assets. Lepton may also invest in other sub-funds of Base
Investments SICAV. The selection of the investment shall be based on a steady analysis of the target funds with close attention
to the development of the funds industry. The target funds shall adopt liquid investment strategies in order for redemption
frequencies to be consistent with the Sub-fund’s.
Base Investments SICAV – Equities U.S.A. (liquidation date: 31 March 2017)
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform the S&P’s 500 Index, in the long term, mainly investing in shares of companies
domiciled in the United States or that generate the bulk of their turnover in the United States.
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Base Investments SICAV – Equities Switzerland (liquidation date: 31 March 2017)
The objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform the SLI Index, in the long term, mainly investing in shares of companies
domiciled in Switzerland or that generate the bulk of their turnover in Switzerland.
Base Investments SICAV – I.D.E.A. (liquidation date: 31 March 2017)
The investment objective of this Sub-Fund is to outperform the 30% increase in the DJ STOXX 600 Index, over the long term
(3 to 5 years), mainly investing in shares. The Sub-Fund aims to develop the alpha coefficient of its individual shares and
features low volatility.
With reference to the 2016 performance, it is worthwhile to highlight that the Bonds Value Sub-Fund was awarded the 2016
Sole 24 Ore High Yield Award (“Premio Alto Rendimento”), for the second consecutive year, as it ranked as the best bond subfund within the Euro-diversified category. The award was given to Asset Management Companies and Mutual Funds that stood
out by the results achieved in the past three years, as well as to the commitment and professionalism they demonstrated in
managing investments based on the fundamental value of investor protection. Three-year yields as at 31 December 2016 were
taken into account in the awarding criteria.

Base Investments SICAV
20, Boulevard Emmanuel Servais
L – 2535 Luxembourg
info@basesicav.lu
www.basesicav.lu
Auditor PricewaterhouseCoopers, Luxembourg
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SEMPIONE SIM (Società di intermediazione mobiliare) SpA

The company is active in asset management, investment advisory, and securities brokerage in general. It is geared towards
clients who demand proven asset management skill based on the principles of reliability and common sense, typical of all
Banca del Sempione Group companies.
Sempione SIM SpA also aims to be a major independent advisor: based on the Mifid-compliant “Feeonly4you” advisory
platform, it can support clients who want to place their assets with one or more banks, professionally and independently
guiding them in their investment decisions.
Sempione SIM SpA has also proven itself as a counterparty in the distribution of BASE INVESTMENT Luxembourg SICAV products in Italy, approved for sale by Italian authorities.
In order to build on the relationship with its clientele and satisfy their increasingly sophisticated needs, Sempione SIM SpA
has established a Corporate Investment Banking (CIB) team that boasts long-standing experience in financial consulting and
in the definition of transactions of key interest to entrepreneurs.
Efficiency, professionalism and independence are the characteristics valued by Clients in dealing with the company’s experts,
ready to create tailor-made solutions to ensure optimal satisfaction.
Sempione SIM SpA knows how important values like trust are in the management of significant positions for the company
and of the entrepreneur’s portfolio. The CIB division aims to forge long-term relationships with its clients, supporting them
in any and all requirements that may arise in the operation of a complex and organised business.
Sempione SIM SpA CIB predominantly operates in three areas: consulting in extraordinary finance projects regarding the
company; analysis, definition and finalisation of merger and acquisition transactions; listing of financial instruments on the
market (i.e., IPOs and mini-bonds) for small and medium-sized enterprises (SME).
Moreover, through its Corporate Investment Banking Division, Sempione SIM SpA provides assistance to its clients by satisfying their main financial requirements: from the issuance of fairness opinions and valuation of investments in the area of
extraordinary finance transactions (M&A, tender offers and IPOs), to the construction and approval of Business Plans and
preparation of strategic and debt restructuring plans

Customisation
Customisation means continuously interacting with the client, through direct contact, pursuing the development of investment decisions so that they are consistent with expectations.

Professionalism
Sempione SIM SpA provides its clients with products and services managed by industry professionals who constantly seek
opportunities on international markets and highly diversified investments. Without prejudice to these general principles, in
light of financial market difficulties, the company attaches significant importance to currency trading which also is a distinct
business in the Italian financial industry.
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Research
Management, advisory and order taking are appropriately aided by sources of recognised skill at the national and international level and by a coordinated in-house analysis division that independently evaluates management decisions, favouring
dynamic, innovative and transparent trading.

Safety
Through a series of agreements with top banks, Sempione SIM SpA guarantees its clients clear separation between client
assets deposited in trading accounts and assets under management by the SIM by virtue of mandates received.

Sempione SIM
(Società di intermediazione mobiliare) SpA
Head Office and General Management
Via M. Gonzaga, 2
20123 Milan, Italy
Tel. +39 02 30 30 35 1
Fax +39 02 30 30 35 22/24
Lecco Branch
Piazza Lega Lombarda, 3
4th floor, staircase A
23900 Lecco, Italy
Tel. +39 0341 36 97 06
Fax. +39 0341 37 06 30
info@sempionesim.it
www.sempionesim.it
Auditor

Deloitte & Touche SpA, Milan
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Banca del Sempione (Overseas) Ltd., Nassau

Banca del Sempione’s willingness to serve its clients and explore new opportunities and trading possibilities for them was
furthered in early 2000 with the opening of Banca del Sempione (Overseas) Ltd., domiciled in Nassau, The Bahamas, and
wholly-owned by the Swiss parent company.
This Caribbean country and especially Nassau are today one of the world’s major financial centers with around 200 banks.
Because of its constantly updated infrastructure and highly restrictive anti-money laundering regulations, over time it has
earned the reputation of being "the Switzerland" of the Caribbean.
Banca del Sempione (Overseas) Ltd. has been able to participate in this context and today it is an independent operation
within the Group, with a deep commitment to asset management and the offer of financial and estate planning services.
Thanks to the recruitment of additional qualified staff, the Bank is now equipped with the tools needed to protect its customers in an extremely complex environment while ensuring that the products it manages remain of the utmost quality.
Considerable attention has continued to be paid to significantly developing emerging areas within business activities.

Banca del Sempione (Overseas) Ltd.
George House, George Street
Nassau, The Bahamas
Tel. +1 242 322 80 15
Fax +1 242 356 20 30
bsoverseas@sempione-overseas.com
Swift code: BASEBSNS
Auditor

PricewaterhouseCoopers, Nassau
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Looking at the past to protect the future

The signs of the time are stars drawn on the rocks.
They are surfaces that challenge the force of gravity and
coloured crystals among anonymous stones. And, again,
marine traces among glaciers.
The geological wealth of the Campolungo region has
amazed generations of scholars and enthusiasts. From
the very white dolomite marbles, which all can see, to
the impossible to find chrysoberyl, the recent past of this
area is the story of research, curiosity and an indispensable labour of monitoring and safeguarding a wealth
that is unique in the world.
Because only careful management today will allow such
riches to be enjoyed tomorrow. This is the golden rule
which inspires all the activities of Banca del Sempione:
from private banking to financial and estate planning advisory services. With the aim of protecting wealth accumulated over the years and preserving its value for the
years and generations to come.

The geological
formation of the region

Previous page:
Lake Campolungo
with the attractive dolomite
in the background
In sequence:
The dolomite fold which
dominates the Campolungo
plain
Green Tourmaline here
in a 10mm example
Phlogopite, here in a 5mm
example
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“A powerful saccharoidal dolomite seam” with
its “grandiose folds” and its “white obelisks”:
this is how the Ticino mineralogist Carlo Taddei described the Campolungo extraordinary
landscape. He was fascinated by the particular
band of white rock which wraps around the
northern part of the Campo Tencia massif and
which gives the scenery unique colours and
shapes. It is not by chance that in specialist
jargon they now speak of the “the Campolungo dolomite”, very white, more than 200
million years old, dating back to the Triassic
period and clearly visible in the spectacular
fold on the Campolungo Pass. The outcrop of
dolomite which you first note, known in dialect as “sgrüssa”, is to be found in the mountain above the village of Dalpe, or the Cima
della Costa (at an elevation of 1,931 m) and
Pizzo Lambro (2,129 m). The dolomite marble
is present in white, grey and yellowish seams,
corresponding to the various sediments that
have accumulated in an ancient and shallow
seabed. The fact that this bed is now found at
an elevation of 2,100 metres says a lot about
the forces that are at work beneath our feet.
Dolomite is also a jewel case containing many
very beautiful and multi-coloured minerals:
pink, blue or sapphire corundum: emerald
green tourmaline; the lake Tremorgio yellowish scapolite; tremolite, phlogopite, the very

rare chrysoberyl, fluorite, pirite, rutile, titanite, tennantite, etc. According to some scholars the tourmaline from Campolungo is one
of the finest in the eastern Alps! Tremolite,
another local speciality, owes its discovery to
the Italian naturalist Ermenegildo Pini at the
end of the Eighteenth century, who described
it as follows: “prismatic rhomboidal crystals
pressed and elongated in the direction of the
axis”. The origin of the name is curious: even
if it cannot be found there, it derives from
the Tremola valley on Gotthard, but was catalogued as such at the end of the Eighteenth
century by the naturalist from Bern Johann
Georg Albrecht Höpfner.

geologists and gemmologists, therefore justify
protection of the Campolungo region from a
mineralogical point of view, on the basis of the
cantonal nature protection law. The gathering
of minerals and crystals in fact is only authorised subject to the permission of the cantonal
natural history Museum.
A further reason for visiting the Campolungo region, for appreciating its unique nature
and getting to know the geological history of
the alpine chain is the new “geotourist path”,
launched by the municipality of Prato Leventina in 2016, in collaboration with the cantonal natural history Museum. This is a venture
which crowns the dream of many scholars of
the past, but which can now satisfy collectors
and the curious and enthusiasts of all types.

It is here that the most significant deposit of
corundum in the whole of the Alpine area can
be found: pinkish red in colour it reminds us
of the ruby, or more rarely blue like a sapphire, with long crystals measuring up to six
centimetres. Obtainable only from Brazil, Sri
Lanka and the United States, Campolungo also boasts the only source of chrysoberyl, discovered by the famous Italian mineralogist
Ettore Artini in the Nineteen Twenties. So, it
is not just a coincidence that starting already
from the end of the Eighteenth century, the region was the object of the search, excavation
and exploitation of minerals, at times also in
a rather unorthodox manner through the use
of explosives. All these strange and fascinating names, of extraordinary importance for

In sequence:
Pink Corundum, here in
a 40mm example
A view of the dolomitic
marble
The panels of the geo-tourist
Campolungo path,
situated on the banks of
the Tremorgio
Following page:
An example of kyanite on
disthene

The path winds along two extraordinarily
beautiful didactic routes. The first, the flatter
Tremorgio route flanking the lake of the same
name; and the Campolungo route which winds
through a more demanding alpine environment up to an elevation of 2,250 metres above
sea level (to the Leìt hut). Taking the cableway
from Rodi Fiesso you can reach your point of
departure, lake Tremorgio, from where the
hydrological, mineralogical and fauna route
starts. Following the alpine path with a difference in elevation of around 200 metres you
come to the second path, on the Campolungo
plain, where the scenery of rocks and minerals
and the fauna and flora are much more varied:
it is here that you discover the ancient presence of the sea and the signs of the time.
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BALANCE SHEET AT 31.12.2016

(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Assets
Liquid assets
Amounts due from banks
Amounts due from customers
Mortgage loans
Trading portfolio assets
Positive replacement values of derivative financial instruments
Financial investments
Accrued income and prepaid expenses
Participations
Tangible fixed assets
Other assets
Total assets

Notes

4.1
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4

4.5

Total subordinated claims
Liabilities
Amounts due to banks
Amounts due in respect of customer deposits
Negative replacement values of derivative financial instruments
Accrued expenses and deferred income
Other liabilities
Provisions
Bank’s capital
Statutory retained earnings reserve
Voluntary retained earnings reserves
Profit carried forward
Result of the period
Total liabilities
Off-balance-sheet transactions
Contingent liabilities
Irrevocable commitments
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4.3
4.5
4.9
4.10

4.1
4.1

Year under
review

Previous
year

154’965
93’118
219’002
163’325
662
3’814
130’806
3’827
15’270
11’779
1’102
797’670

97’446
85’629
158’266
150’995
4’687
6’070
136’797
4’951
17’976
12’124
948
675’889

2’879

1’308

44’840
619’622
3’630
4’536
1’179
22’676
20’000
36’000
37’000
1’679
6’508
797’670

31’818
505’627
6’407
2’833
3’049
26’476
20’000
35’500
36’000
1’637
6’542
675’889

4’457
2’320

6’113
2’296

INCOME STATEMENT 2016

Year under
review

Previous
year

3’639
69
2’430
-257
5’881
-12
5’869

3’422
90
2’578
-296
5’794
240
6’034

19’310
100
2’420
-1’868
19’962

19’327
108
3’164
-1’572
21’027

1’811

3’043

470
3’525
93

681
2’028
93

-35
4’053

-1’421
1’381

-16’288
-6’944
-23’232

-15’729
-6’637
-22’366

Value adjustments on participations and depreciation
and amortisation of tangible fixed assets and intangible assets
Changes to provisions and other value adjustments, and losses

-4’395
3’620

-1’404
247

Operating result

7’688

7’962

Taxes

-1’180

-1’420

Result of the period

6’508

6’542

(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Notes

Result from interest operations
Interest and discount income
Interest and dividend income from trading portfolios
Interest and dividend income from financial investments
Interest expense
Gross result from interest operations
Changes in value adjustments for default risks and losses from interest operations
Subtotal net result from interest operations
Result from commission business and services
Commission income from securities trading and investment activities
Commission income from lending activities
Commission income from other services
Commission expense
Subtotal result from commission business and services
Result from trading activities
Other result from ordinary activities
Result from the disposal of financial investments
Income from participations
Result from real estate
Other ordinary income
Other ordinary expenses
Subtotal other result from ordinary activities
Operating expenses
Personnel expenses
General and administrative expenses
Subtotal operating expenses

6.1
6.2
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APPROPRIATION OF PROFIT

Year under
review

Previous
year

Change

Result of the period
Profit carried forward
Distributable profit

6’508
1’679
8’187

6’542
1’637
8’179

-34
42
8

Appropriation of profit
Allocation to statutory retained earnings reserve
Allocation to voluntary retained earnings reserves
Distributions from distributable profit
New amount carried forward

500
1’000
5’000
1’687

500
1’000
5’000
1’679

8

(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY 2016

(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Equity at beginning of current period
Transfer of prior period result
Dividends
Allocation to reserves
Result of the period
Equity at end of current period
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Bank’s
capital

Statutory
retained
earnings
reserve

Voluntary
retained
earnings
reserve

20’000

35’500

36’000

500

1’000

1’637
6’542
-5’000
-1’500

36’000

37’000

1’679

20’000

Profit
carried
forward

Result of
the period

6’542
-6’542

Total

99’679
-5’000

6’508
6’508

6’508
101’187

NOTES TO THE 2016 FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

1. The Bank profile
Banca del Sempione SA’s business areas and risk management operations do not differ from those of the Group.

2. Accounting and valuation principles
The accounting and valuation principles adopted are in compliance with the provisions set out in the Code of Obligations
and the Swiss banking law and its relevant Ordinances, as well as in the guidelines issued by FINMA through Circular 2015/1
Accounting-Banks.
The statutory single-entity financial statements are drawn up according to the reliable assessment principle.
The Bank benefits from disclosure exemptions envisaged in the publication of consolidated financial statements. The accounting and valuation principles adopted coincide with those applied to the drawing up of the consolidated financial
statements, the only exceptions being related to the creation of hidden reserves under the item “Provisions” and the following items.
Participations
This item includes equity securities of Bank-owned companies held with a view to making long-term investments, regardless of the voting share capital owned.
Participations are valued on a case-by-case basis at acquisition cost less any necessary value adjustments.
Participations are tested for impairment at each balance sheet date. Such tests are based on indications reflecting a
possible impairment of individual assets. Where such indications are present, the recoverable amount is to be determined.
An asset is impaired if its book value exceeds its recoverable amount. The recoverable amount is the higher of the net
market value and the value in use. If an asset is impaired, supplementary amortisation and depreciation are to be recognised.
Ordinary and supplementary amortisation and depreciation are booked under the income statement item “Value adjustments
on participations and depreciation and amortisation of tangible fixed assets and intangible assets”.
Any gains realised on sales of participations are shown under the item “Extraordinary income” and any losses under the
item “Extraordinary expenses".
Changes to accounting and valuation principles
The accounting and valuation principles applied to the drawing up of the financial statements as at 31 December 2016 are
the same as those applied in the previous financial year.

3. Additional information
For any additional information or clarification required by legal provisions, please refer to the Schedule to the consolidated
financial statements (Chapters 3 to 7).
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4. Information on the balance sheet
4.1 Presentation of collateral for loans/receivables and off-balance-sheet transactions, as well as impaired loans/receivables

Type of collateral
(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Secured by
mortgage

Other
collateral

Unsecured

Total

6’777

182’758

31’643

221’178

1’196

127’555
33’626
3’340

Loans (before netting with value adjustments)
Amounts due from customers
Mortgage loans
- Residential property
- Office and business premises
- Commercial and industrial premises

127’555
32’430
3’340

Total loans (before netting with value adjustments)
Current year
Previous year

170’102
158’732

182’758
123’739

32’839
30’150

385’699
312’621

Total loans (after netting with value adjustments)
Current year
Previous year

170’102
158’732

182’758
123’739

29’467
26’790

382’327
309’261

4’184

273
2’320

4’457
2’320

4’184
5’544

2’593
2’865

6’777
8’409

Off-balance-sheet
Contingent liabilities
Irrevocable commitments
Total off-balance-sheet
Current year
Previous year

Unsecured credits mainly concern loans granted for an amount exceeding the collateral value of securities given in guarantee but lower
than the market value.

(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Impaired loans / receivables
Current year
Previous year

Gross debt
amount

Estimated
liquidation
value
of collateral

Net debt
amount

Individual
value
adjustments

3’617
3’600

310
310

3’307
3’290

3’307
3’290

Year under
review

Previous
year

108
33
521
662

2’340
179
2’168
4’687

4.2 Breakdown of trading portfolios

(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Trading portfolio assets
Debt securities, money market securities / transactions (listed)
Equity securities
Precious metals and commodities
Total
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4.3 Presentation of derivative financial instruments (assets and liabilities)

Trading instruments
Positive
replacement
values

Negative
replacement
values

Contract
volume

Foreign exchange/precious metals
Forward contracts
Options (OTC)

4’510
1’066

4’326
1’066

1’054’843
314’927

Total before netting agreements		
Previous year

5’576
9’771

5’392
10’108

1’369’770
1’588’416

Positive
replacement
values
(cumulative)

Negative
replacement
values
(cumulative)

3’814
6’070

3’630
6’407

Central
clearing
houses

Banks
and securities
dealers

Other
customers

3’440

374

(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Total after netting agreements
Current year
Previous year

Breakdown by counterparty
Positive replacement values (after netting agreements)

4.4 Breakdown of financial investments

Book value

Fair value

Year under review

Previous year

Year under review

Previous year

Debt sucurities, intended to be held to maturity
Equity securities
Total

107’612
23’194
130’806

110’695
26’102
136’797

109’025
23’270
132’295

111’354
26’143
137’497

of which, securities eligible for repo transactions
in accordance with liquidity requirements

13’473

10’327

(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Breakdown of counterparties by rating (S&P)
Debt securities (book values)

AAA
to AA-

A+
to A-

BBB+
to BBB-

BB+
to B-

Below
B-

Unrated

49’519

38’485

11’740

5’338

420

2’110

4.5 Breakdown of other assets and other liabilities

Other assets
(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Indirect taxes
Other assets and liabilities
Total

Other liabilities

Year under review

Previous year

Year under review

Previous year

331
771
1’102

313
635
948

975
204
1’179

2’093
956
3’049
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4.6 Disclosure of assets pledged or assigned to secure own commitments and of assets under reservation of ownership
Effective
Book values commitments

(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Pledged/assigned assets
Amounts due from banks
Financial investments
Total

1’303
7’960
9’263

1’303
3’650
4’953

Year under
review

Previous
year

5’555

4’079

4.7 Disclosure of liabilities relating to own pension schemes, and number and nature of equity
instruments of the bank held by own pension schemes

(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

At sight accounts

4.8 Disclosures on the economic situation of own pension schemes

(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Pension plans with overfunding

Overfunding
at end of
current year

4’000

Economic interest
of the bank
Year under
review

Previous
year

Change in
economic
interest Contributions
versus
paid for
previous
the current
year
period

Year under
review

Previous
year

1’326

1’326

1’276

Pension expenses
in personnel expenses

Banca del Sempione SA has two pension plans.
For the LPP (Legge sulla Previdenza Professionale - Professional Welfare Law) obligatory part the Bank has opted for affiliation to the legally
independent, Collective Welfare Foundation of Basilese Assicurazioni. Employees are also affiliated to the Banca del Sempione Pension Fund,
which only manages the optional (supplementary) part of professional welfare. Both Funds re-assure risks with a life insurance company,
integrally with regard to the obligatory coverage, and solely for the risks of death and disability for the supplementary part.
The excess coverage of the Fund (coverage rate of 126%) may be destined solely in favour of the affiliates. Therefore, as far as the Bank
is concerned, no economic advantage or coverage obligation is identified. Any financial commitment of the Bank with regard to the
welfare foundations ends with payment of the contributions. Neither Fund includes any employer contribution reserves.
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4.9 Presentation of value adjustments and provisions, reserves for general banking risks, and changes therein during
the current year

(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Previous
year end

Use in
conformity
with
designated
purpose

Provisions for other business risks
Other provisions
Total provisions

26’476
26’476

-24
-24

Value adjustments for default
and country risks
of which, value adjustments
for default risks in respect
of impaired loans/receivables
of which, value adjustments
for latent risks

Reclassifications

Past due
interest,
recoveries

Currency
differences

New
creations
charged
to income

Releases
to income

Balance at
current
year end

161

-3’861
-3’861

161
22’515
22’676

-5

3’372

161
-76
-76

3’360

-4

4

17

3’290

-4

4

17

3’307

70

-5
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In the other provisions hidden reserves and provisions for legal risks are included.
The adequacy of provisions is regularly reviewed depending on the findings of the processes in progress.
The amount of actual losses will depend on the outcome of final judgments.

4.10 Presentation of the bank’s capital

Year under review

Bank’s capital
Share capital
Total bank’s capital

Previous year

Total
par value
CHF 1’000

No. of
shares

Capital
eligible for
dividend
CHF 1’000

20’000
20’000

200’000
200’000

20’000
20’000

Total
par value
CHF 1’000

No. of
shares

Capital
eligible for
dividend
CHF 1’000

20’000
20’000

200’000
200’000

20’000
20’000

The share capital is fully paid. There are no provisions that may affect the right to vote of the shareholders.

4.11 Number and value of equity securities or options on equity securities held by all executives and directors
and by employees, and disclosures on any employee participation schemes

Number equity securities

Members of the board of directors
Management
Employees
Total

Year under
review

Previous
year

25’910
13’866
5’200
44’976

25’910
19’066
44’976

Value equity securities
Year under
review
CHF 1’000

Previous
year
CHF 1’000

2’591
1’387
520
4’498

2’591
1’907
4’498

The value assigned to participation rights corresponds to the face value. There shall be no employee participation plan.
No employee participation plan is currenty expected.
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4.12 Disclosure of amounts due from/to related parties

Amounts due from
(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Holders of qualified participations
Group companies
Linked companies
Transactions with members of governing bodies

Amounts due to

Year under
review

Previous
year

Year under
review

Previous
year

2’824
13’544
12’114
4’433

3’919
15’489
16’005
4’352

15’414
38’292
4’588
5’444

13’748
28’821
2’171
6’632

During the financial period in question no note-worthy transactions occurred in which affiliated entities were counterparts. No significant
off-balance sheet transactions have been recorded. The conditions applied in the banking services correspond to those granted to top-ranking clientele. Members of the bank’s governing bodies are granted the same benefits as those applied to all personnel.

4.13 Disclosure of holders of significant participations

Year under review

Previous year

Nominal
CHF 1000

% of
equity

Nominal
CHF 1000

% of
equity

10’400
7’000
2’600

52.00
35.00
13.00

10’400
7’000
2’600

52.00
35.00
13.00

Holders of participations exceeding 5% of votings rights
Eburnea Holding SA, Sion (Gruppo Donelli)
Molu SA,Lugano (Gruppo Gattei)
Golden Horn Finanz AG, Lugano (Gruppo Filofibra)

4.14 Breakdown of total assets by credit rating of country groups (risk domicile view)

Net exposure
Current year end
(Rating S&P)

AAA/AAA+/ABBB+/BBBBB+/BBB+/BCCC/C
Total assets

Previous year end

CHF 1000

%

CHF 1000

%

652’243
12’989
126’784
1’349
2’420
1’885
797’670

81.8
1.6
15.9
0.2
0.3
0.2
100

547’274
9’879
115’002
689
1’228
1’827
675’899

81.0
1.5
17.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
100

As for the breakdown of net commitment, the principle of customer domicile applies, with the exception of mortgage loans, in respect of
which the place where the property is located shall prevail.
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5. Information on off-balance sheet transactions
5.1 Breakdown of fiduciary transactions

(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Fiduciary investments with third-party companies
Fiduciary loans
Total of fiduciary transactions

Year under
review

Previous
year

6’656
6’656

12’777
352
13’129

Year under
review

Previous
year

5.2 Breakdown of managed assets and presentation of their development

(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Breakdown of managed assets
Assets in collective investment schemes managed by the bank
Assets under discretionary asset management agreements
Other managed assets
Total managed assets (including double counting)
of which, double counting

443’612
373’791
641’735
513’328
1’633’021 1’343’375
2’718’368 2’230’494
402’575
373’791

Other managed assets include all assets for which the Group receives fees and/or additional fees to custodial rights and account fees.
The Group has no assets that can be considered as “custody only”.

(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Presentation of the development of managed assets
Total managed assets (including double counting) at the beginning of the period
Net new money inflow or net new money outflow
Price gains/losses, interest, dividends and currency gains/losses
Total managed assets (including double counting) at the end of the period

Year under
review

Previous
year

2’230’494 2’141’694
424’755
169’884
63’119
-81’084
2’718’368 2’230’494

Net new money inflow/outflow includes all incoming and outgoing transfers of liquidity and other investment values, on the basis of
the value of the transfer day. On the other hand, interest and dividend income, price and currency gains/losses as well as interest,
expenses and commission charges are excluded.
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6. Information on the income statement
6.1 Breakdown of personnel expenses
Year under
review

Previous
year

13’499
2’679
110
16’288

12’979
2’660
90
15’729

Year under
review

Previous
year

1’884
2’631

1’877
2’510

189
265
265
1’975
6’944

182
146
144
2
1’922
6’637

(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Year under
review

Previous
year

Expense for current taxes
Total taxes

1’180
1’180

1’420
1’420

Average taxe rate wieghted on the basis of the operating result

15.3%

17.8%

(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Salaries (meeting attendance fees and fixed compensation to members
of the bank's governing bodies, salaries and benefits)
Social insurance benefits
Other personnel expenses
Total personnel expenses

6.2 Breakdown of general and administrative expenses

(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Office space expenses
Expenses for information and communications technology
Expenses for vehicles, equipment, furniture and other fixtures,
as well as operating lease expenses
Fees of audit firm (Art. 961a no. 2 CO)
of which, for financial and regulatory audits
of which, for other services
Other operating expenses
Total of general and administrative expenses
Net of the changes in provisions, the fee paid to the audit company for the previous year was CHF 230’000.

6.3 Presentation of current taxes, deferred taxes, and disclosure of tax rate
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7. Information on Capital and Liquidity Adequacy
7.1 Eligible capital and required capital
Year under
review

Previous
year

Common equity Tier 1 capital (CET1)
Tier 2 capital (T2)
Total eligible capital

82’179
15’910
98’089

78’431
15’980
94’411

Required capital

28’522

28’909

356’525

361’363

23.05%
23.05%
27.51%
0.20%

21.70%
21.70%
26.13%
0.18%

7.20%
8.70%
10.70%

7.18%
8.68%
10.68%

(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Year under
review

Previous
year

Tier 1 Capital
Total Exposure
Leverage ratio

82’179
800’821
10.30%

78’431
683’264
11.50%

(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Risk-weighted assets (RWA)

Capital ratios
CET1
T1
Eligible capital
Countercyclical buffer
CET1 requirement, according to Annex 8 to CAO (Capital Adequacy Ordinance), taking into account
the countercyclical buffer
T1 requirement, according to Annex 8 to CAO taking into account the countercyclical buffer
Eligible capital requirement according to Annex 8 to CAO taking into account the countercyclical buffer

7.2 Leverage ratio

7.3 Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR)

Average
(amount expressed in CHF 1’000)

Total high quality liquid assets (HQLA)
Net cash outflows
Liquidity Coverage Ratio (LCR)

I quarter

II quarter

III quarter

IV quarter

124’331
52’380
237%

117’941
55’578
212%

137’559
41’008
335%

161’668
50’461
320%
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REPORT OF THE STATUTORY AUDITOR ON THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Report of the statutory auditor

to the General Meeting of Banca del Sempione SA
Lugano
Report of the statutory auditor on the financial statements
As statutory auditor, we have audited the financial statements of Banca del Sempione SA, which comprise
the balance sheet, income statement, statement of changes in equity and notes (pages 66 to 79), for the
year ended 31 December 2016.
Board of Directors' responsibility
The Board of Directors is responsible for the preparation of the financial statements in accordance with
the requirements of Swiss law and the company’s articles of incorporation. This responsibility includes
designing, implementing and maintaining an internal control system relevant to the preparation of
financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. The Board
of Directors is further responsible for selecting and applying appropriate accounting policies and making
accounting estimates that are reasonable in the circumstances.
Auditor’s responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. We
conducted our audit in accordance with Swiss law and Swiss Auditing Standards. Those standards require
that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance whether the financial statements are
free from material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in
the financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the
assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or
error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers the internal control system relevant to the
entity’s preparation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in
the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s
internal control system. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of the accounting policies
used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made, as well as evaluating the overall presentation
of the financial statements. We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and
appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion.
Opinion
In our opinion, the financial statements for the year ended 31 December 2016 comply with Swiss law and
the company’s articles of incorporation.

PricewaterhouseCoopers SA, via della Posta 7, casella postale, CH-6901 Lugano, Switzerland
Telefono: +41 58 792 65 00, Fax: +41 58 792 65 10, www.pwc.ch
PricewaterhouseCoopers SA is a member of the global PricewaterhouseCoopers network of firms, each of which is a separate and independent legal entity.
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Report on other legal requirements
We confirm that we meet the legal requirements on licensing according to the Auditor Oversight Act
(AOA) and independence (art. 728 CO and art. 11 AOA) and that there are no circumstances incompatible
with our independence.
In accordance with art. 728a para. 1 item 3 CO and Swiss Auditing Standard 890, we confirm that an
internal control system exists which has been designed for the preparation of financial statements
according to the instructions of the Board of Directors.
We further confirm that the proposed appropriation of available earnings complies with Swiss law and the
company's articles of incorporation. We recommend that the financial statements submitted to you be
approved.
PricewaterhouseCoopers SA

Beresford Caloia

Luca Vitali

Audit expert
Auditor in charge

Audit expert

Lugano, 7 April 2017
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Put your trust in those who know the way and the value of time

An excursion can be a journey through time, as well as
through different environments, situations and climates.
In the walk from the 1,850 metres of Lake Tremorgio to
the top of Campo Tencia, at an elevation of 3,071, we
cross meadows, conifer woods, glaciers and finally bare
rock. This route represents just a small part of what the
rock itself has seen over the course of thousands of years.
Indeed, over 200 million years ago the rock was a sea
bed, before emerging and being walked by dinosaurs
during the Jurassic period, up to 145 million years ago.
It then evolved slowly over the years, right up to the
world we know today.
Reasoning over a long time horizon is a purely mental
exercise, and yet it allows us to realise that our daily urgencies, the uncertainties of our society and the volatility
of financial markets are only relative. In its essence,
putting our trust in Banca del Sempione means just that:
choosing a travel companion who helps us to look beyond the immediate and to organise our future in a better
way.

From Tremorgio
to pizzo Campo Tencia

Previous page:
The Campo Tencia hut
In sequence:
Lake Morghirolo
The Prevat window
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From the end of May to October an excursion
is possible from Lake Tremorgio (1,850 m) to
pizzo Campo Tencia (3,071 m), the highest peak
entirely on Ticino soil, as well as the indisputable king of the Piumogna valley, whose clear
waters characterise the spectacular Dalpe and
Faido waterfalls. It usually takes two days for
this route, but the more expert can also do it
in just one day, as long as they leave early in
the morning. The route therefore includes Rodi, the climb up to the Tremorgio, alpe Campolungo and the trek up to the Campo Tencia
hut, where you continue as far as the peak
with the same name. On foot, from Rodi to the
Tremorgio hut, you need to calculate around
three hours (with about fifteen minutes by cable-car) and around one thousand metres of
steep slopes until the Tremorgio basin. At fewer
than five minutes from the lake, on a promontory, we find the Tremorgio hut, where you can
enjoy excellent local products and hot meals.
From here starts the winding, steep path which
in about 60 minutes will take you to the magnificent Campolungo plain. Here in July you
can find one of the most beautiful flowers of
the Alps blossoms: the blue alpine Columbine

which has always inspired love poems and
whose five curved spurs remind us of the claws
of an eagle. Between lakes Tremorgio and Campolungo (Leìt) extend the rich pasture lands of
Alpe Campolungo, resounding with the sound
of the bells of the cows who feed off the particular aromatic grasses that cover the ground,
such as Alpine Lovage (Ligusticum mutellina),
Alpine French Honeysuckle (Hedysarum hedysaroides) and Alpine Clover (Trifolium alpinum).
Thanks to this mixture, the cheese of Alpe Campolungo, with its unique colour and flavour, is
one of the best of the Ticino.
The water which descends from the lake seems
to never want to leave this plain, surrounded
by bold mountains. The whole of the route is
characterised by very ancient geological formations: from the calcareous schists of the Jurassic period containing the lake basin, from the
dolomite marbles to the cellular dolomite of
the Triassic period, whitish and floury of the
Vanit Pass, up to the Gneiss and crystalline micascists of the pre-Triassic basement. Here the
very rare and unique example of Alexandrite,
still kept at the Natural History Museum of Milan, was found. Arrival at the Leìt hut (2,260 m)
is just as spectacular, not only because of the
many small lakes you can admire, but also because of the diversity of the terrain and scenery: from the steep stone slopes you go on to
terraces of rocks smoothed by glaciers, by the
streams that descend from pizzo Campolungo to the impressive grey spur of pizzo Prèvat
above, a favourite destination for rock climbers who love excitement. Proceeding along the
ridge you keep to the left of the slope, while to
the right you can already see pizzo Campolungo until you pass the Leìt pass. After crossing
the beautiful plateau and passing the stream
which descends from Lake Morghirolo before
flowing into the Piumogna, there are still about
thirty minutes of steep climbing to go before

reaching the first hut of the Ticino Mountains,
at Campo Tencia at an elevation of 2,140 metres, with its characteristic flag. The place is
just as spectacular: we are on a terracing called
“poggio del Giubin”, which offers a view to the
south east as far as the Adula glacier. It is not
unusual to see a lammergeyer or to hear the
whistle of a marmot. Carrying on, the route becomes more demanding, often without any obvious path, with exposed ground, steep grassy
slopes, even if the snowfields are not dangerous. Good equipment as well as a good sense of
direction are therefore recommended.
Pizzo Campo Tencia, enclosed between Val
Chironico, Val Piumogna and Val di Prato, can
be reached from the route marked in white
and blue: from the Campo Tencia hut it heads
south before climbing up again on the right
side of the “löita delle Giubine”, until the rocky
point where you cross the river descending
from the little Croslina glacier. You must pay
great attention when crossing the river. Then
you reach a river which in the summer may
still be covered by snow, making it easier to get
over, and then you climb up a little path crossing steep rocky grassy slopes until you reach
the ridge visible from the hut. From here you
have a splendid view from Lake Morghirolo
to Pizzo Campolungo, Pizzo del Lambro and
the Piumogna Valley. The marked path heads
south-east, beyond the granite rocks and therefore into a wonderfully coloured world, made
of bright orange rocks that are truly amazing,
especially at dawn when the sun seems to set
them alight. It is here that Lake Croslina (2,640
m) rests with its apple green colour. Then follow the route to the peak, over the tongue of

ice that joins the two glaciers, called “Bocchetta”, at an elevation of 2,974 metres. This is “the
enormous monster lying on the side of the
mountain (…) emerging from the steep crags
that border it” described at the end of the Nineteenth century by a trekker. The breath-taking
view will reward your effort: from this extraordinary pyramid of stone and ice you can see
the Basodino massif (3,272 m) and the Bernese
and Vallesian giants such as Aletschhorn and
Finsteraarhorn rising to over 4,000 metres.
One possible descent is the one that leads to
Dalpe, in the Bedrina area, passing through
the Piumogna valley. Leaving behind the amphitheatre that is home to the hut, surrounded
by the impressive peaks, you descend to the
plateau of Alpe Croslina, then Sgnòi and Pian
Piumogna with a total difference in elevation
of about 1,150 metres. Here you are surrounded again by the acidic scent of the Alp barren
meadows and May pastures. The soundtrack
is that of the distant waters of the roaring
streams; the colour is that of the gentians and
the wild rhododendron. The didactic posters of
the Sgnòi mountain pastures tell us about the
presence of local herbivores, carnivores, rodents and birds. The forestry road of Pian Piumogna leads gently to Alpe Gèra, through larch
and pine woods, while the river Piumogna is
omnipresent. From here you cross the village
of Dalpe to finally arrive, on the other side, at
the Bedrina area, where along just over a kilometre you can see a delicate and unique biotope, particularly rare south of the Alps.

In sequence:
The lake at the foot
of the huge Croslina glacier,
on pizzo Tencia
A moment of the
transhumance in
the Piumogna valley
The marmot, a typical animal
of our alps, which can easily
be seen in the region
Following page:
The Piumogna waterfall at
Faido
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Thanks
We would like to thank for their precious cooperation the people and institutions
that provided and permitted the reproduction and publication of the images
necessary for the making of this annual report, including:

-

Marco Antognini, geologist
Cantonal Museum of Natural History, Lugano
Azienda Elettrica Ticinese (AET)
Officine Idroelettriche della Maggia (OFIMA)
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Small realities, great riches
A tiny Alpine corner of Alto Ticino. This is the Campolungo
region, a mountainous area of just 45 square kilometres,
equal to just over 1.5% of the whole Canton, which, however, is home to more than one absolute rarity at global
level. Such as the “Campolungo butterfly”, a species that
is unique in the world, identified at the end of the nineteenth century, rapidly becoming famous all over Europe.
Or the red-blue Corundum crystals and the Tourmaline
green ones, unique in Switzerland and rare all over the
world. And then the unusual “dolomite” formations which
drew the attention of Déodat de Dolomieu, to whom we
owe the name of that type of rock. It was here that he
made his last Alpine journey since he died only two
months after his expedition in the Campolungo area, in
the autumn of 1801.
It is not a rule, but a happy possibility that even this
limited, remote and not particularly famous area can be
the home of large or small treasures.
It is not an exclusively geographical circumstance. Banca
del Sempione is a proud example of it: a bank which
remains close to its clients, concentrated in a circumscribed area – between Lugano, Bellinzona, Chiasso and
Locarno – and yet able to propose a unique range of
services, based on highly developed expertise, advanced
technologies and international operations. A bank that is
increasingly your bank.
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